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Forestry Case studies

Inftoduction

This, guide was developed to aid
.

Peace Corps staff members who are

interested in programming fbrestry

projectS. Although forestry

projects are not new to the

Peace Corps; today's staff MdtberS

may not be aware of the history of

such projects; To aid it,future for-

estry programming; this guide exam-

ines the history of Peace Corps for-

estry efforts in eight countries.

These case studies provide informa-

tion on the objectives and activities

of each program and an analysis of

the success of the program. Success

and failure as used in this guide

refer to whether a program succeeded

in meeting or failed tO,meet its

objectives;

Each of the following chapters

looks at a specific country; giving

an in-depth review of the problems

and successes of past fore'stry pro-

jects. Much of the information ob-

tained for these case studies is

the result of personal communication

with returned; volunteers who served

in these countries. Additional in-

formation was obtained from the Peace

Corps /Washington files; the ACTION

Library; and from country staff mem-

bers; Therefore; case studies of-

ten reflect the perceptions and

views of the people itvolved;

Chapter 9-summarizes the factors

that d6termine success in forestry
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proj*tv and cirevide-s.general conclu-

sions. It includes a list of cri-

teria for planning successful Peace

Corps forestry programs.

It is hoped that the information

in this guide can be coupled with

technical programming and training

assistance and support to develop

relevant Peace Corp S forestry pro-

jects for the future.

History of Peace Corps -Or -try
Programmingl

The history of Peace Corps forestry

programming reflects the various

values the agency has lived by in its

first twenty years. These values

have changed several times; and each

change caused changes in the objec-

tives that were being pursued; In

the 1960s Peace Corps' programs were

largely of the community development,

rural extension variety, betting hea-

vily that generalists with a minimum

of skill training could make a con-

tribution to solving-some of the pro-

blems of developing countries. Ih

the early and mid -"70s the decision

was made that Peace Corps' best bet

was to supply trained professional*

to meet the critical manpower needs

of the host countries, that high-

level technical expertise; not com-

munity organizatiOn, was the quick-

est route by which a nation arrived

at self-sufficiency. Then, in t\he

last half of the decade, a new 'con-

sensus emerged; that Peace CorpS'

spiritual home was with the disen-

franchised and the chronically

ignored of the developing world. It-

was neither a repudiation of the

technocrats nor a return to community

development; but rather alkealiza-

tion ,that. what Peace Corps did best

it did quietIyi that the objectives

worth pi suing were the'ones that

would help the world's poor;

These changes can be traced in

several of the case studies presented

here; there'have been successes and.4

failurets in each of those eras. When

the next era is upon us; it is hoped

that the history of the others will

be considered and put to good use.

It,is in that spirit that tht present

guide is offered.

9



Morocco
Case Study

The Country

Morocco sits astride the*north-

west tip df,Aftica and boast4a both

an Atlantic and Mediterranearrcoast.

Roughly twice the size; of California,

the country is split in two byilthe

Atlas Mountains, which divide the

heavily populated coastal plains in

the west and. north from the arid;

less fertile plateaus of the south

and east.

Geographically a part of Africa,

Morocco is decidedly-Moslem and Mid-
.

dle-Eastern.in its culture. For a

good part of the present century

Morocco was a protectorate of France,

achievfng its;independence in 1956.

The government, a donstitutikal

monarchy, is presided over by King

Hassan II.

The economy of Morocco is still

largely based on agriculture. Eighty-

five percent of the total arableo land

area is farmed by traditional means,

although this accounts for only 15%

of the country's agricultural pro-

duction. Most families consume

nearly all they produce; The bulk

of Morocco's production comes froM

the modern based farm sector which

grows food for export, e.g. citrus

fruits; vegetables, wine and wheat

Mineral resources are also an

important source of Moroccan wealth,

particularly phosphates.

Agricultural production has long

been the government's number one

development priority'. and was one of

the first areas in which Peace Corps

volunteers (PCVs) were involved when

the Peace Corps wa4einvited to

Morocco in 1963.

310
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Forestry in Mbrocco:
An Overview

FOreSt exploitation in Morocco has

traditionally been indiscriminate,

resulting in the necessity to import

timber and other forest products. The

fbreStS haVe retreated before the

irdvance of increasing population, as

Fuel and fodder needs have multiplied.

The major prbblem in Moroccan forestry

is animal gtazing, which accounts for

the deforestation of 30;000 hectares

annually. Once deforested, much of

this land is converted into agricul7

tural production anis not left for

grazing, thus resulting in continued

grazing on forested land.

g The Moroccan Forest Service has

duction, redUte the pressure on the

country's forests; and develop Moroc-

co's doMestic timber inc'ustry. In all

there have been three major Pence-

Corps forestry efforts in Morocco:

1) the surveyors program, 2) the DERRO

program; and 3) the Minnesota Intern

Program.

Peace rps
Forestry Programs
in Morocco

The Surveyors

The first group of PCVs in MorOcco I

arriVed'in February 1963-and consisted

of 14 surveyors,' The surveyors wdrked

Under the Department of Water and For,-

ests. (Eaux et Forets) and were assigned

to Various district:offices under the

grappled with the difficulties, but immediate supervision of aForestry

SiifferS from a shortage of trained per- District Engineer,- The Peace Corps

sonnel. Peace Corps has supplied volunteers, all of whom had prior:9

volunteers to the Department of V1 ter experience, were assigned to do low-

and Forests since 1963 in various level surveying of the type\necessary

attempts to respond to the government's for tracing contour terraces. The ter-'

efforts to increase, agricultural pro-

4

races would then be constructed to



allow .for reforestation and to COM-

bat.erosiOn. Volunteers also were

supposed to work with Moroccan

secondary school graduaCes and

train them in various techniqueS

of surveying.

The program-lasted for approxi-

mately three years and received

fresh inputs of volunteers in 1963

(15 PCVs). From the beginning the

,program was fraught with difficul-
_

ties; some of which were at least

partially overcome; but the bulk of

-which eventually proved insurmount-

able.

To begin with there was some

question as to how anxious the gov-

ernment of Morocco was to have the

program. There is considerable

evidence to show that although the

project was accepted and understood

at the ministerial level; it was

not carefully explained to Water and

Forests officials at the district

1;61 where the PCVs would be.work-

ing: As a result, the first group

of surveyors experienced a number of

problems stemming from inadequate

preparation at the local level,

i.e. long periods of idleness, an

excess of busywork, a misunderstand-

ing of their roles, and the misuse.

of their skills.
1

There was also

some confusion as to who was in

charge: was the PCV responsible to

the Peace Corps or to His

COVernment (HMG)?

In addition, this grOup't rain-

ing was inadequate. The PCVs were

taught French, the language of the

colonizert, WhIch did little to

,endear them to their Moroccan col-

leagues. In Pddition, though the

Boussale forestiere is the main

instrument used by surveyors in

Morocco, it was never used in train-

ing.

One final obstacle to the pro-

gram'ssuccoss was the attitude of

-.the old and experienced foreign

.assistants who still permeated the

Mbt6ttail bilkeaubracy at all levels

These were indifferent'to PCVs and,

in some cases, actively opposed to

5

12

I; Kenneth Love, Morocco Country
Evaluation, 1963.



Peace Corps' intrusion into what

they regarded as their exclusive

province.

It is small wonder; then; that

at their Close of Skj..ce (COS)

conference in August 1964; the

first group of surveyors were some-

what bitter about their Peace Corps

experience; they complained that

their jabs had been inadequately

developed and faulted the Peace

Corps/Morocco staff for not help-

ing them transfer out of difficult

assignments. In fairneSS to Peace-

Corps /Morocco staff; however; it

should be pointed out that many of

the difficulties of the surveyors

program were of the trailblazer

variety; this was uncharted ter-

ritory, the agency was ihexpeti-

tocod and bOund to make mistakes.

And it was all just as new to the

Moroccans. The wonder is not that

the program was beset with problems,

but that it got off the ground at

all

The second and third groups of

surveyors did not find their work

any easier. They estimated-that

40-50% of their time was spent on

busywork. In addition; instead of

spending time fn the field survey-

ing and training counterparts, they

spent a lot of time in the district

office tracing maps and doing office

work. They thus felt underutilized

and underemployed.

Part of the reasonwas lack of

transportation. As originally con-

ceived the project allowed for PCVs

to use jeeps assigned to local for-
.

estry stations to get out into the

field and do their wOrk. The pro-

blem was that even when the jeeps

were running, PCVs were at the

bottom of the priority list.

A spring 1964 evaluation of the

Morocco program concluded that while

the Water and Forest Department was

well run and did important work;

PCVs had not been integrated into

the agency and were not making a

substantial contribution to its

activities. The evaluation went on

to question whether "semi-skilled

AtheriCans" had a "place in Morocco"

13



and decided they didn't, Moroccans,

said the report, could do what the

Peace Corps surveyors were doing; if

Peace Corps was going to make a con-

tribution to Morocco, it would have

to recruit people with higher skills;

One man who did not believe that;

and whose skepticism was to have a

profound impact on the future of

Peace Corps forestry programming in

Morocco, was Dr. AhMed Chbicheb. Dr.

Chbicheb was the head of the Depart-

ment of Water and Forests and he was

impressed with the PCVs; He liked

their work and wanted more of them.

He understood the difficulties they

were going through at their sites,

but felt that once these institution-

al growing pains had passed, the time

would come when Che surveyors would

begin to make an important contribu-

tion to the Department. While his

optimism did not save the program.

(it was phased out in 1966), his

experience with the Peace Corps

surveyors turned Dr. Chbicheb into

a true believer and led him to carve

Robert McGuire, Morocco Country
Evaluation, May 1964.

A.

out a large niche for these Americans

in his next project, the DERRO pro-

gram,

DERRO

"We have established a Peace

Corps presence in Morocco, but have

not found a role in the nation's

development."
3

So said a 1966 eval-

uation of Peace Corps /Morocco. But

even as that evaluator spoke, Peace

Corps was about to become involved

in a major new Moroccan development

effort; DERRO (Developpement Eco-

nomic-d-U-Rif Rural Occidental) .

The origins of the DERRO program

go back to a UN/FAO study of the

western Rif region in 1960.- The

study; concluded In 1963; made a

number of recommendations for "a

thorough transformation of the out-

look and method of the traditional

economy in order to increase pro-

duction and trade.' The Food and

Agriculture Organization (FAO) ol

-------
3. Bill Tatge, Morocco Country

Evaluation.

4. 1971 Morocco Country Plan.



the United Nations was then asked to

design a program based on its recom-

mendations and to assist the Govern-

ment of MorOcce (GOM) in implement-

ing the program. The result was

CERRO, a projected twenty-year lute-

grated development efforti; which; if.

successful in the western Rif moun-

tains; would then be applied to

other parts of the country. A

special DERRO agency was set up in

the bid '60s to coordinate the

efforts of the several ministries

Agriculture; Water and Forests;

Public Works) and international

organizations (FAO, AID) that would

be involVed. Dt. Chbicheb, former

head of Water and Forests; was put

in charge.

At the core of DERRO was the

idea of community development;

Working out of local municipal

6ffiCes, DERRO agents would try to

establish programs in five major

areas: Soil conservation; refor-

estation; fruit growing, livestock

orquction; and agricultural exten-

sion. The idea was that working

through existing social institti-

tiOna--Markets, cafes, tea houses--

8

DERRO agents could mobilize farmers

and other segments of the community

in support of new approaches.to land

use._ Agricultural production became

(-the number one priority of the

Government of Morocco; and DERRO

became Peace Corps/Moroccos number

one priority.

From the beginning DERRO had a

forestry component. In fact the

first three PCVs to work in DERRO

were extendees from the surveyors

program; The transition was logical

At the wain thrust of DERRO's forest-

ry effort wasip soil conservation/

erosion Control/reforestation. The

first exclusivelY DERRO/Peace Corps

project began in 1967 with 15 PCVs

recruited to work At DERRO agents.

These volunteers were generalists

who were giVen training in three main

areas: 1) terracing and contour

planting, 2) planting; pruning and

general care of fruit trees, and 3)

minor crops. They would have

Moroccan counterparts in whom they

would instill the principles of

village extension work. These volun-

teers were followed approximatelY a

year and a half later by a second

15



DERRO group in January of 1969 (20

PCVS, 7 in forestry/surveying and

12 in general agriculture). For

this second group the skill train-

ing was slightly more technical to

correspond to greater refinements

in the nature of the assignments;

,i.e; DERRO agents were no longer

expected to be jacks-of-all-trades;

but were "specialized" in forestry

or agriculture. This refinement

was in response to complaints from

the first group that they felt

they had little to offer in terms

of actual expertise and that being

catalysts and/or agents of change

was not, per se, very satisfYing.

in spite of this attempt to

adjust for earlier flaws in DERRO,

Peace Corps involvement with the

program over the four years_from

1966 to 1970 cannot be rated a

success: At a special conference

held in Fez in May of 1970, 16

monthH after the second group had

gone into the field, the DERRO

PCVs met to discuss the future of

theft program; On the whole the

PCVs were dissatisfied and did not

feet that their role an DERRO agents

...

was viable. Typical of their experi-

ence was the story of one volunteer

who had been assigned to the small

village of Briksha. There was,

indeed; a DERRO project in that area,

a tree planting/soil conservation

scheme; but the site of the project

was many miles away over impassable

roads and there was no transportation;

The volunteer ended up teaching

English and first aid, and tutoring

in math.

The group felt that DERRO had

had its successes in various parts

of the Rif; but those projcts had

little to do with the presence or

absence of a PCV. If Peace Corps

was gating to make a contribution to

DERRO, the PCVs said, it would not

be through PCVs as DERRO people;

They reconunended discontinuing the

program.

An evaluation of DERRO conducted

that spring came to the same conclu-

sion. The evaluation by Alfred

Mathieu, a consultant to FAO who had ;

worked on DERRO previously, noted

that 1) the job of the DERRO agent

wan not well defined; 2) the agents;

Including PCVS, received intitifficient
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bu'reaucratic and technical support,

and 3) the technical and a ademic

expertise of the PCVs was not rec-

ognized.

The failure of the Peace Corps

DERRO program was the result of

troubles within DERRO itself; From

the beginning the program had stum-

bled. Most observers felt that DER-

V() never really got off the ground

until the spring of 1969, just as

the second (and last) group of PCVs

arrived in the country. The problem

all along had been coordination.

DERRO was supposed to be a super-

agency that could cut through the

red tape of ministerial bureaucra-

cies and respond to the'problems of

certain depressed areas in the Rif.

But some officials in the Ministries

DERRO was to work with didn't see why

they couldn't accomplish DERRO's end

out of their own well-established

system of local Agriculture; Water

and Forests; and Public Works sub-

stations. Consequently; PCVs at

the local level frequently found

themselves dependent on and report-

ing to the local. Water and Forests

or Agriculture official rather than

10

the local DERRO officer. In fact;

the local DERRO officer frequently

. had to turn to the Department 9f

Water and Forests for seedlings or

transportation. The disorganization

within DERRO quickly caught up to

Peace Corps. Even as the 1969 group

trained at St. -Luis Obispo (and eager-

ly awaited a visit of Dr; Chbicheb

hibself); the program officer in

'Morocco wrote them a letter saying

their sites had not yet been selected

and might not be by the time they

arrived in the country. Many PCVs

felt their eventual assignments

suffered from this lack of advance

work. After that summer no more PCVs

were invited to work in DERRO.

Minnesota Intern Program

Even as Peace C9rps' involvement

with DERRO was being phased out; a

new forestry program was waiting in

the wings. 'Nods third and final

Peace Corps forestry effort in Mor-
;

occo; generally known as the Minne-

sota Intern Program; reflected the

change in Peace Corps philosophy that

17
Ir



occurred With the coming'of the

RepubIican.administratieh and What,

might be called the era of the

specialist.

For Peace Corps/Morocco the era

began in the fall of 1970 When the

first group of Minnesota Interns

arrived. The intern program identi-

fied candidates In their junior year

and then provided special, Morocco-

specific; training for them through-

out their senior year. Upon gradua-

tion the,interns went through

regular PeaCe Corps training; in

this instance in Colorado; and Were

then sworn in as PCVs upon arrival

in country. The interne Caine from

a nuMbpt of specialties; in the

case of the 1970 contingent there

were seven foresters.

In a sense the intern foresters

arrived just in time. With the eel-
_ _

lapse of DERRO and the earlier un-

satisfying experience with the '

surveyors, Peace Corps/Morocco was

wary of using any\mOre generalists

in forestry. The time had come to

try something'new.

The foresters would once again

be part of the Department of Water

and Forests and work out of pro-

,vincialoffices. The difference was
_ _

that unlike the DERRO people and the

surveyors, the new volunteers would

actually be members of the profes-

sional staff of these'offices; the

kind of people the other two types

Of PCVs had reported tct; The

foresters would have the same duties

as any Moroccan water and forests

officer; i.e. they would beleSpOn7

Sible for all forestry and most soil

conservation work in one or several

provinces."5' Specifically; they

would be involveo in the planning and

eRecution of extensive reforptatiOn

and soil conservation projects; over-

see Ia?ge-scale nurseries and sUper-

vise all surveying; mapping and

planting. Their counterparts would

be other Water and Forests officersi'j

and_they would frequently have to

supervise groups of Moroccan labor----

ers.

S.. 1970 Peace Corps/Morocco
Program Description:



The era of the intern special-

ists lasted for approximately seven

years. What it essentially amounted

to;as one PCV put it; was "a finger

n the diite" between the departure

f the French and the time when

orocco could train enough forest-

has come for withdrawal and it is

being accomplished with good will

on all sides." The program was
to

phased out the next year, as it was

not consistent with the new Basic

Human-Needs approach of the Peace

Corps.

ers to take over its:own forest

service; Each year new PCVs arrived
Success and
Failure

from the intern program and were

assigned to Iocal,Water and Forests,

officers to carry on the work of

their predecessors. The nature of

the work did not change appreciably

throughout this period; nor was

there any transfer of skills to

Moroccan.counterparts to speak of.

Unlike LIMO and the surveyors

program; there was no real village

emphasis to the work but rather an

orientation toward research and

planning;

Within these parameters; how-

ever;; the program was a success.

"Forestry and conservation PCVs,"

the 1976 Country Program Evaluation

noted, "in conjunction with other

agencies such as USAID; have accom-

'plished much in soil conservation

and reforestation . . . . The time

The surveyors program; as noted

earlier; was largely unsuccessful;

The reasons:

Lack of strong government sup-
port: Peace Corps seems to
have been more interested in
the program than the Govern-
ment of Morocco.

No clear understanding of the
volunteers' role. Neither
Peace Corps nail the Department
spent suffiCient time educat-
ing field personnel as to the
nature_of the Peace Corps and
juSt_what_it was PCVs were sup-
posed to do.'

-41 NOt-enougwork for the volun-
teers. .Aiiitheir role was
never clearly understood, the
PCVs were chronically under-
employed and gradually became
discouraged.

12
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Training errors. Volunteers
should have been trained in
Arabic as well as French and
certainly should have been
introduced to the BO-Liss-ale
forestiere.

Attitude of_ilexperts". The
resistance of the foreign "ex-
perts 1, to the coming of the
Peace Corps no doubt made it-
self felt in a general lack of
coordination in. any efforts at
training Moroccans to be their
own technical experts.

DERRO was likewise unsuccessful:

The program was new. Peace
Corps should have waited for
DERRO to become a viable entity
before becoming involved; As
DERRO became more certain of
its identity; the question of
whether there was a.role for
Peace Corps would have been
clearer.

4 Role Of PCVs poorly defined.
The PCVs' mandate as DERRO
agents was toobrlad and thus
not clearly underltood by
local field staff. Aad
result PCVs were chronically
idle.

But the specialists' prograt

worked:

The tale of the PCV was clear-
ly defined. The volunteers
Were Water and Forests staff
And had Clearly delineated
reaponsibilities. The govern-
Meht thus had no trouble
figuring out what to do with
the PCVS; it did the same
thing it did with any Water
and Forests staff member.

4 The *irk Met a real need. The
volunteers were occupying posi-
tions that for the moment could
not be filled by Moroccans.

The_valub-to-dr-6' skill level was
appropr iate to the_tdak. The
volunteers were neithetover-
qualified nor in over their
heads. Tilt-8, there WAS:nb_

credibility problem or lack Of
work;

Moroccans could -do the Job
just as well; The level of
expertise the PCVs brought to
their work was not suffi-
ciently high to make them a
true asset to the program.
Moroccans; with a little train- 44

ing; could have done the job;

20
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Ne
Case Study

The Couritiy

Nepal; 500 miles long and 100 miles

wide. is a smalli Tennessee-shaped

kingdom lying between India and

Tibet at roughly the same latitude

as Florida or Egypt. The country

consists of three distinct geogra-

phic belts: 1) the Taraii-the

southernmost tip of the country,

a low-lying; jungle-strewn exten-

sion of India's Gangetic Plain and

is; in many respectsi the breadbas-

ket of Nepal; 2) the Middle Hills;

with elevafions up to 15,000 feet,

comprise the central strip of the

country and contain the majority of

Nepal's 14 million people; 3) the

Himalayas make up the third zone,

stretching for 500 miles east to

west and serving as the border with

N7:il is one of the world's least

developed nations. The estimated per

capita income is $120. Over 90% of

the population is engaged in agricul-

ture, while only one per cent is

engaged in manufacturing. The prin-

cipal crops are rice, jute, maize and

barley. Closed to the outside world

for many years, Nepal has only

recently become exposed to the trap-

pings of the twentieth century; In

1956 there were less than 200 miles

of paved road in the country; now

there are over 1i000. There have

been similar strides in education and

communications. Even so, Nepal's

development continues to lag: The

population increases at a rate of

2.6% annually; and it is estimated

that agricultural production

decreases at the same rate. With the

growing deterioration of the Himala-

1



yan ecology; prospects for the

future look even worse.

Pores in Nepal: )
An Overview

The history of foxestry in Nepa

is likewisegrim. Until this

century's dramatic-population

increase; there were always more

thar& enough natural resources 'avail-

able. The lack of water and ferti-

lizer and the amount of labor neede

to build terraces discouraged most

NepaIik,from cultivating large

tracts of land and thus saved much

of the country's forest cover. Also;

traditional slash-and-burn agricul-

turists; in the parts of Nepal they

ibhabited, only used the land for

one or two years and then abandoned

it, allowing regeneration;

Population increases and the

resulting need for food; fodder and

fuel stepped up the consumption of

natural resources and contributed

greatly to the misuse and deterio-

ration of the landscape; The typi-

cal progression of events is as

lb

'follows: villagers go into new areas

searching for 'firewood and fodder

(leayes from the trees) and eventu=

ally strip the trees; cut them down

and remove all scrub growth and

ground cover; After the 'and is

denuded it. is planted until, after

two or three years; the nutrients

are depleted. Meanwhile, as all the

vegetation is removed; the wgter-

holding capacity of the soil drops

dramatically. Springs disappear;

there is irregular water flow and

flooding, and natural reservoirs and

streams become heavily silted; Water

for domestic use and itrigation is

threatened. Further; with the disap-

,pearance of the trees, people have to

go further for fuel and fodder.

In 1957 the government national-

ized all unregistered (unowned) for-
,

est and wasteland in a move that was

intended to preserve the forests and

guarantee their future growth; The

effect of this move; however, was not

always positive; Communities Which

had previously viewed this land as-

their own and protected it from out-

side exploitation regarded the govern-

ment's action with suspicion and

22



anger; "Negative attitudes develop-

ed toward the gbvernment," notes' one

source; and the forest exploitation

and degradation increased as villag-

ers strove-to collect what they"
41111

believed was rightfully theirs before

controls could;be enforced.

The government eventually real-

ized that nationalization was not

the way to protect Nepal's forests

and in 1970 amended the Forestry

Act to provide for increased

involvement and control over local

forest resources.

Observers feel the amendment may

be too little too late. Recent

--r World Bank estimates predict that

within 15 years all the accessible

forests in the Hills will be gone

and that within 25 years the same

fate will have overtaken the Tarai.

Peace Corps
FOrestry Programs
in Nepal

17

Forestry Survey Program

Peace Corps' involvement with

forestryoinNepal began in 1964

with the arrival of 12 forest-

ers. TheIe Volunteers, in what

was called the ForeStry Survey

Program, were assigned to work

out of district forest officesi

between the Tarai and the inne'V

mountain valleys. The job was

to include fire protection,

forest supervision, reforesta-

tion, pruning, and species

improvement. The work was par

of a ihrger AID/HMG (His,

Majesty's Government);effort to

develop Nepal's timber industry

and increase timber exports.

Forestry management for profit,

therefore; and not conservation,.

was the goal of this project.

Community involvement was

minimal.

For the most part Volunteers

received little supervision
)
from

the District Forest Officers they

worked with. The ministry was

likewise uninterested in the
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reforestation aspect of the work and

did not support the Volunteers in

this regard.- The PCVs realized that

they would have to collect seedlings

and start nurseries on.their own or

such work wouldn't get done. Most

Of the VOlunteerS ended up promoting

small-scale reforestation efforts

with individual farmers or Village

groups. The 1965 Nepal Country

EValUatibh considered this Work the

most valuable part of the forestry

program.

Otherwise; Volunteers spent the

rest of the r time doing forest nor-
.

veys and ma ping and demarcating.the

government forests--work which

amounted, in many cases, to "drawing

lines across land that farmers have

long been using as their owt".I

They also fenced in some plantations

around the Kattimandu Valley and

planted Eucalyptus robusta. At

their Completion of Service con-

ference in December of 1965 this

group was somewhat bitter,

ingiof poor job placement land inade-
.

1. Nepal Country Evaluatioa,
Meridan Bennett, 1965.
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quate HMG interest or support. They

also felt their jobs had been incor-

rectly described to them during.'

training, thus creating expectations

that were never fulfilled.

The foodiProducOon/Forestry Program

Or

The second group`ofPeace Cops

tOresters to tome to Nepal arrived

in early 1966 as part of an agricul-

ture program. The job description
4

for these six foresters was similar

to that of tbe first group, though

the emphasis was now more on refor=

estation and conagrvation. Food

production had become the govern

ment's number one priority and; on

paper at leas, forestry preserva-

tion and development was now seen

not so much,as a means to creating

a timber industry as it was an

integral part of erosion control

and improved agricultural production.

That may have been the thinking,

but the reality had changed little.

Thd Peace Corps foresters were cer-

4



tainlY free to develop nurseries and

pursue small-scale reforestation and

affOreStation objectives; but they

would get little help from the gov-

erAMent or local forestry officials.

"Nepal's forest"; noted a Peace

Corps project description; "are

potentially a key source Of foreign

exchange ". The problem was the same

as that the first group faced:

efforts that promised an immediate

payoff in timber were supported;

those that Were SM511-=-scale-and only

helped individual farmers and vil-

lages aroused little interest..

Besides governmental indiffer-

ence; the program also experienced r

two other difficulties: 1) the lack

of enough trained Nepalis to serve

as counterparts for the PCVs; and 2)

land dispUte's which challenged the

government's tight to undertake for-

eStrY work on land villagers claimed

wa.; privately owned. In spiteof

theiw difficulties, the foresters

reported at their Completion of Ser-

v f ce COnference (December 1967) that

they had been satinfted With their

expertenCe. They felt that by exam-

Ole they had created an incredued

interest in

management;

ministerial

and concern for forestry

both at the district and

level.

Nevertheless; by this time Peate

. Corps had become reluetant to support

further forestry efforts in Nepal,

given the profit-Oriented attitude

of the government and the obvious

lack of commitment at the-Village

level. For these reasons no new

groups of foresters were sent to

Nepal after the second group left

in December of 1967.

Thus began a nearly ten -year

period during whichTeace Corps

=forestry work in Nepal slowed.

There were a number of foresters in

and out of Nepal during this period;

but their number never rose above

three or four at any one tithe; and

they were not part of.any specific

forestry program; There WAS, fok

example, a fair-siized national park/

wildlife ma6agemeilt program in Nepal

in the early 1970s to which an 4,
a

occasional forester was attached; - t

the indiVIduals woeked mainly at :the

ministerial level and concentrated

on preperving What ttecti remained

within the national parka ,Other



PCV foresters taught forestry or did

management and nursery work for the

Ministry of Forestry.

Watershed Management Program

It was not until 1977 that Nepal;

and Peace Corps; once again became

involved in village forestry: This

was the year. tbe Fiis't"AMendment to

the Forestry Act was passed in an

ottebtit to halt the disastrous

deterioration of the countryside in

the Middle Hills. In just ten years

the problem of forest degradation and

its consequences had become so severe

that the same government that was

trying to export timber in 1967 was

now wondering whether its forests

could be saved;

ifi the Summer Of 1977 a small

watershed management program was

1560.h by FAO in the Pokhara district.

PCVs;Six rCvs; working for the Department

of Soil and Water Conservation, were

to do agrieuliture/forestry extension

work in vnrious'villages throughout

the region. Specifically, their

responsibilities would include estab-

t _

protect, seedlings and cut down on

overgrazing; rockcorrection work

in streams, building erosion con-

trol :dams, and =developing and

.doing general extenstbn/education

work. Volunteers would be attathed,,

to a village council and: work with

local extension workers. The FAO

would supply tooIsi seed;
_

lizers and fencing and resident

experts; FAO stationed- a man ins

Diokhara to serve as a technical'

advisor to the PCVs and Nepali

extension agents.

From the beginning the program

ran into bad luck; For one thing

PCVs -,had trouble getting the

technical and material support they

needed from the 'Min atry'nf Soil

and Water Conservat whose staff

OlaCed a higher' priority on another

project being:done in collaboration

with USAID..The FAO expert assigned

to the watershed management project

left after a few months to take a

job with AID, leaving a gap the

Ministry never filled. Supervision

and support was lacking frOM Peace

Corps ns we the Peace Corps

lisping nurseries; building fences to program officer made no visit to the
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PCVs. The Department of Forestry

remained uninvolved, still concen-

trating on the timber business;

when itImight have stepped in to

lend a helping hand.

There was also conaiderable

local resistance to :certain aspects

of the project; partitUlarly the

fencing. Villagers feared losing

access to their own forest land

on which they depended for fuel

and fodder and were suspicious

Of the motives of the Government.

The results were predictable:

two PCVs terminated early and most

of the others found other work.

The general consensus was that the

program, while badly needed, did

not receive enough support from HMG

and that without that commitment

the job of changing attitudes at

the village level was too diffi-

cult.

Community Forestry Development
and Training Project

Peace Corps was not willing to

close the book on forestry in Nepal

just yet. In 1979 the government

was known to be readying a joint

HMG/FAO Community Forestry Develop-

ment and Training Project (CFDTP),

and Peace Corps was requested to

become involved. The goals of the

project are to help Nepal establish

new forests; to protect existing

ones, and to develop a conservation

ethic at the village level. Working

with the Hill Forest Division's Dia-

trict Forestry Office, community

forestry assistants and village lea-

ders, the Volunteers will be in-.

volved in all aspects of village

forestry. The thrust of the program

is perhaps best summarized in this

statement from the project descrip-

tion: "Because social factors are

pritarily responsible for the deter-

ioration of the natural environment;

solutions must be_directed through

social channels".
2

Efforts will be undertaken in 23

different Hill Districts over an

estimated twenty -year period; The

first fdour years will be financed

through CFDTP. The first contingent

2. David Edds; CFDTP Project
Description, 1980.



of PCVS; who entered training in

August of 1980, will join British;

UN and Japanese Volunteers already

working in the project.

Success and
Failure

Though individual Volunteers had

some success in the first forestry

program in Nepal; the project as a

whole did not meet its objectives.

The reasons are as follows:

Divergent goal PCVs were
,led to believe there was
serious ITh!G commitment to
reforestation; but discovered
that income generation through
timber cutting was the major
objective of the program;
Thus; Volunteers had to adjust
to new roles (more mapping and
surveying) or carry on with
reforestation work; but with-
out encouragement or support.
In either case; valuable time
was lost, trust was undermined,
and motivation threatened. The
problem was not so much that
Peace Corps did not agree'with
the mission of the project, but
that Peace Corps did not pro=
gram or train with that mission
in mind and erroneous expecta-.
tions were thus created.

Poor relations between HMG and
local communities. Nationali-

zation of unregistered land
alienated villagers and sub-
sequent_actions by local
forestry officials created
suspicions that hampered
village forestry efforte.
Villagers weren't willing to
cooperate in reforestation
work; as- they feared that the
forest that provided their
daily fuel and fodder would
be fenced off for exclusive
Department of Fortstry_use;
Volunteers thus were placed
in an extremely awkward
position.

Lack Of-trained-Nepali-counter-
parts. Volunteers frequently
Were not working with Nepalis
andthiiti #aiT, little hope that
their work would endure after
their departure. Again; the
difference it thinking concern-
ing the goals of the project
between HMG and Peace Corps
seriously undermined Volunteer
morale and effectiveness;

With regard to 'the watershed man-

agemept project, the following rea-

sons for failure can be cited:

Tht-lack_of-technical support..
The departure of the FAO adVi-
ser, failure of HMG to assign
anyone else to the project, and
lack'of site visits by the
Peace Corps program officer all

Lconspired to leave the PCVs on
'their ()WTI to solve technical
problems;

22
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exemplified in the question of
fencingi, the advisability of
asking villagers to commit
themselves to a program with
long-term benpfits but no
short-term rewards was clearly
a problem with this project.
Though villagers may have_been
concerned with_problems of soil,
erosion and deforestationi
there ought to have been imme-
diate incentives for them to
get involved in the program.



3. Philippines
Case Study

The Co

Consisting of some 7,100 islands,

the Philippine Archipelago stretches

for 1,100 miles between Taiwan and

Malaysia east of the South China

Sea; Only 400 of the islands are

inhabited, and 11'; including the two

largest; Luzon and'Mindinao, account

for 95% of the total land area.

The Filipinos are Asians, a mix-

ture of Malay and Chinese, with

-some Spanish; The Malay came

first, from the south; around 2,000

B.C.:%nd were foll4ed 3;000 years

later by the Chinese. Magellan

claimed the islands for Spain in 1521;

thus inaugurating 400 year of Span-

ish rule and illuence. Today; for

example; over 90% of the population

is Cathblic. The-United States took

over the Philippines during the

Spanish-American War and ruled the

country until independence in 1946.

Ferdinand Marcos; the present

head of state, was elected in 1965,

re=eleCted in 1969 and; in 1972;

extended his presidency under the

provisions of martial law. In that

same year Marcos announced broad

social and economic reforms to speed

up the development of the country.

The Philippines has one of the

highest literacy rates-- 83%- -of the

East Asia and Pt-cific region. Its

relatively well-developed economy is

based On healthy agriculture, fores-

try and fishing sectors; the Philli-

pine-8; for example, is one of the

world's leading exporters of wood

and wood products. The country also

has extensive though largely untap-

ped mineral resources; Industrial

production haS increased steadily

since World War II.'

put there is another Philippines;
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one where the benefits of a growing

economy have yet to affect centuries -

old subsistence farming practices;

the low level of health care, inade-

quate transportation and communica-

tions, and the other trappings of a

still-developing nation; It was to

this Philippines--some of the outer

islands, more isolated' reaches of the

larger, more populated islands, and

the slums of Manila.and Cebu--that

the Peace Corps began sending Vofnn-

teers in 1961.

Forestry Programs
in the Philippines:
An Overvi

As with the other countries in

this report, the major forestry pro-

blem in the Philippine§ is that the

forests are disappearing; By 1976

90% of the country's virgin forests

had been harvested or otherwye

exploited, and the remaining 10%'(1.7

million hectares) were being deple-

ted at a rate of 200,000 hectares

annually: Reforestation efforts, on

the other hand, resulte in the

replanting of only 12,000 hectares

per year The reasons for the loss

of the forests were several: 1)

indiscriminate logging practices, 2)

the slash-and-burn practices of var-

ious indigenous tribes, 3) fires; 4)

overgrazing, 5) mining practices;

and 6) landslides. Proper forest

and watershed management was.non-

existent. In fact in June of 1972 a

serious flood in Luzon caused more

damage and destruction than the

entire Philippines sustained during

World War IT;
1

With the coming of martial law to

the Philippines in Septelber;1973,

the government was restructured'and

various ministries embarked on new

programs to speed up the development

of the country. One such ministry

was the Bureau of Forest Development

OFD), an amalgam of the old Bureau

of Forests and Office of Parks and

Wildlife.

The BFD had ambitious new plans"

not to mention considerable new

authority--to undertake a comprehen-

sive program to preserve and

1. Peace Corps Project Description;
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rehabilitate the country's forests gram; then; was training and skills

and watersheds.

Peace Corps,
Forestry Programs
in the Philippines

The First Era 19734977

Peace Corps forestry work in the

Philippines can be divided into )two

eras: the first; from 1973 to 1977,

coincided with the program outlined

above; while the second; from 1978

to the present, coincided with a

major shift in BFD policy inaugur-

ated by the Forestry Code of 1976.

During the first era, Volunteers

were invited to work in two differ-

ent programs within the BFD; the

Parks and Wildlife,Program (12 PCVs)

and the Reforestation Program (four

or five PCVs). The foresters' man-

date was to work at a district or

regional forest office and educate

the staff in the principles of

multiple-use forest and; watershed

management. The goal of the pro-

transfer, but the real task was to

change traditional attitudes toward

the use of forests.

What made that already formidable

task even harder was that there was

no serious commitment to changing or

improving forestry practices. The

PCVs were free to pursue the goals

of the program--to draw up forest

management plans, etc.--but there.

was little likelihood that such plans

would be implemented and little

interest paid on the part of regional

office personnel in learning the

techniques of improved planning and

managfment;

The second group of Volunteers

arrived the next year, 1974, and

though they met with some success;

the progr6 as a whole continued to

be plagued by the same difficulties;

At the instigation of the first

group, however, this second contin-

gent was assigned at higher levels

within BFD to attempt to make an

impact clober to the power center of

the agency. At this level, accord-

ing to a former Peace Corps/Philip-.

pines staff member, there seemed to
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be Ater reCeptiVit5g to, what-the

Volunteers were bei.pg asked to do.

PCVs felt they had had a positive

influence on various foreatry offi=

dials and gotten their message 4

across.

By and large, Peace Corps', first

involvement with foreatry in the

Philippines was not a success. In

retrospect Peace Cbrpg probably

should have withheld its support

until the program was more firmly

established. In that way Peace

Corps could have more accurately

gauged the 'degree of goverment'

interest in and commitment to the

program. As it was, although

ambitious laws and grandiose plans.

were promulgated, there was tot; in

the final. analysis, any real -push

for change from the top; When the

second group of PCVs left, in 1976,

Petite Corps in effect dtclared a

moratorium on forestry programming-

in the Philippines;

It should be noted, however,

that thrOughout,the tiddie and late

'70s there .was another component to

the Peace Corps forestry effort in

the Philippines. While it was a

_ 2.8

decidedly 'minor part of that effort,

it is noteworthy because of its

reasons for failure. This project

Witty:an:attempt to, recruit highly

,specialized graduate foresters tb

ddi research work in the PhiIifipines.

Working- with the Philippine Council

for Agricultimal. Resources Research,'

( PCARR), these specialists would
_ _

design research projects and then.

request funds to "implement those

.projects. But the money was never
-

fbrOdoting, even though such funds

were eontrolled by PCARR itself.
_

The project was another example of

tGe goverment prOmising more than

it could deliver.

The Ago- espy Extension Project

Peict Corps' second attempt at

foreatry programming Philip-

pines was dap.ed the Agr6=-Tbreaty

Ektehaion Project; which began in
,

January Of 1978 with lb PC1/6. The

Or4jeet, ebSentiallyi;a village-level

eiforti represented a major change

of- policy on behalf of 1013; That

change had been signalled back in

1976 with the passage of the Fores-



try Code and then reaffirmed in 1978

with an amended versio of the code.

At the core of the legislation was a

projected new effort to pursue

forest and resource management at

the community level; a realization

that the prevention of the deterior-

ation of the naturalienvironment

could not be managed from Manila,

but must involve the understanding.

and cooperation of.villagers all

across the Philippines. Among the

key provisions of the code were the

limiting and banning of the export

of raw forest materials and a new

comprehentive plan to integrate all

forest-related activities, which

would include 1) improvement of park

and wildlife management, 2) conduct-

ing a nationwide Illyentory of forest

resources, 3) reforesting 210,000

hectares by 1g83; 4) establishing

community tree farms and tree parks

in all cities and municipalities;

and, 5) training slash-and-burn cul-

tivators in reforestation and reve-

getation practices. In addition.

President Marcos decreed that every

citizen must plant one tree per

month for five years. Once again

the Philippines had embarked on a

major new forestry campaign; and

the Peace Corp. was asked-to lend

a hand..

Peace Corps involvement was in

the form of a project that, in its

way, was every bit as ambitious as

the government's newianifesto.

Theproject seemed to have thought

of everything; if it worked, it'*

would be .a smashing success, and

even if it didn't it still promised

to have beneficial side effects;

The idea was this: villagers do

notliant trees because a law is

passed; they don't even plant trees

because it's good for the soil;

prevents erosion.or provides animal

,fodder; basically villagers have

enough to worry about just planting

and taking care of their crops.

But what if planting trees meant

4

increased personal income? The

villagers would be recompensed; the

environment would be improved, and

the government would be grateful.

Thus, the Agro-Forestry Exten-

sion Project. Certain villages were

selected to sponsor an inter-crop-

ping scheme wheieby farmers 'Would



plant the fast-growing "ipil-ipil"

(LeUtdend) among their regular crops.

The villages would be located near

Wbod based industries which would

supply the seeds, seedlings, fertil-

izers and tools needed to plant and

care for the trees. Once the trees

had grown, the industry would buy

them! (or their by-products) from the

farms. Volunteers would be assigned

to thabc village to supetvise the

growing, planting and maintaining of

the trees and training counterparts

to eventually take over these

responsibilities. Spin-off benefits

were tharipiI-ipil can be used as a

natural fencing, has,a well-develop-

ed root system that can protect

egdifiet. erosion; has leaves that can

be used as animal fodder, and is
--------

nitrogen -rich and thus improves the

soil quality.
---

Throughout

taCted certain

(including the

corporation Of

1977 Peace Corps con-

wood,rbased industries

Philippine Smelters

Camatinea Norte and

the General Mining Corporation of

Cebu) and.tertait municipalities;

and made provisionswith the spon-

soring agency; the University -of the

30

Philippines at Los Banda, for pro-

viding training and technical assist-

ance for the Volunteere. In January

of 1978 the first group of PCVs (16

foresters) a ;rived in- country and the

project got underway.

The experience of two of the PCVs

was representative Of the group and

makes for a fascinating account of

how the prograt actually

These MK Volunteers were assigned to

'the municipality of Labo in Southern

Luzon; In their particular case the

Philippine Smelters Corporation (PSC)

had agreed to serve as a market for

the trees the Labo villagers, would

grow; From the trees the company

would make charcoal to fire the blast

furnaces used to smelt iron ore. The

seeds and seedlings were to be pro-

xided to the village by the provin-

cial government;

All the PCV6 had to do, was sell

the idea to the farmers. But as

pointed out in one PCV's report on

the project, "Where low-class farmers

own little if any land (large land

holdings with many tenants is the

rule in this area) and where tradi-

tion is important . . . forestry con-
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version will inevitably be a slow

process". And local resistance

aside, external factors also con-

spired to threaten the project.

The first thing the two PCVs did

wad to establish an experimental nur-

sery next to their house so that vil-

lagers could become.accustomed to

their work and acquainted with the

project. The first snag occurred

wheh; due to transportation costs;

no seedlings were supplied by the

provincial government. Some farmers

were willing to set aside acreage;

but there was nothing to plant.

Somewhat embarassed; the PCVa were

saved when the PSC agreed to raise

the seedlings and supply them to the

farmers. The only hitCh was PSC

would have to charge 27 centavos per

seedling. For the average farmer,

who might want to plant between five

and_ ten thousand seedlings, the cost

was prohibitive.

Meanwhile two other problems had

arisen; PSC announced that it wanted

to be able to set the price of the

charcoal and furthermore that there

would be a delay in opening its

plant in the Labo area. The price-

setting scheme was unacceptable to

the PCVs as well as to the Univer-

sity of the Philippines. The issue

was somewhat academic; however;

because without the iron ore plant

there would be no market lor the

trees. As one Volunteer noted; "Our

credibility was zero."

The program; as originally envi-

sioned, could not be salvaged, at

least until the plant opened; so the

two PCVs sought to restructure it

into a "multi-purpose; small-scale;

backyard planting scheme." The

focus thus became to convince thet

farmers to raise ipil-ipil to meet

the immediate firewood and animal

fodder needs of thefamily; This,

again, was done principally through

demonstration plot's set up by :the

PCVs and the local government as well

as a few brave farmers; Eventually;

in 1978 104;000 ipil-ipil seeds and

2,200 seedlings and 600 seeds'of_

eight varieties of other trees were

distributed to 24 neighboring villa-

ges; two experimental nurseries,

five schools and two health clubs.

What had started off as a disap-

pointing year ended on a more hope-



ful note.

1979 was even better. The pro-

ject was expanded to i= ude new

activities, such as leaf-grinding,

cattle-fattening and pellet produc-

tion. In March of that year ipil-

ipil was suddenly thrust into

national prominence when the price

of gasoline went up 30%; One of
_

the Volunteers described what

happened next: "As a result all

harangays (small villages) and

municipalities have been, asked very

politely by the national government

to construct two-hectare energy

farms; with one hectare planted to

cassava for gasohol supplements and

the other to ipil =ipil for firewood

production. The momentum of our

work increased substantially as

people consulted with us daily."

Tie project, already beginning

to catch on, now'ieceived even more

interest and attention; all of

statistics were surpassed,

Peace Corgi wanted to put mokeVol-
,Y

teers into the project in 1979,

but the University of the PhiI4ip-

pines, the program's sponsoring

agency; wanted to evaluate how

things stood first. A year later,

in February 1980, Peace Corps got

the go7ahead and placed a second

generation of Agro-Foresters:in the

field.

The program,. of course, is not

without its flaws; critics.point to

the risks of basing a project on one

type of tree, to the PCVs' lack of

field experience with ipil-ipil,:and

to the inevitable dangers of mul i-

party programming. On this latter'

note, the point is macWthat the more
I

variables introduced into the design

of a program; the greater the danger

of something going wrong:

case of the- agro-fortatry program the

resources and commitments of several

1978's. groups were involved, i.e. Peace.

Thus, though the program had yet

to realize its original objectives,

it was a success nevertheless, thanks

largely to the ability and willing-

ness of the PCVs to be flexible.

t)

Corps, the University of the Philip-

pines, the Bnr u of Forestry Devel-
:

opment, the v ous wood - based-

companieb, local, municipal or Volm7,

munity councils. And as predicted

there were problems. Overall, how-



-r?

ever, the PCVs successfully regroup-

ed and were able to make some real

progress.

Success and
Failure

To recapitulate, then, the first

Peace Corps forestry program in the

Philippines was by and large a fail-

ure; for the, following reasons:

Lack of host country support.
The

1.

e &Vern:tent of the
was not committed at all

levelto the goals of the
first Peace Corps program. If
it had been, ways could have
been found to give the pro-
gram a chance of success;

Premature Peace Corivs_tnvolve_-
ment; Had the Peace Corps
waited to get involved in the
progiam the degree of host
country support could perhaps

4 have been more carefully gauged;
(The same; of course, might be
said of the agro-forestry pro-
ject, which was a success; The
difference, at least in part,
can be ascribed to the rela-
titeely free hand the PCVs were
given in their viIIages;)

The Agro-Forestry Program suc-

ceeded for the following reasons:

Strong sponsoring _agency.
Throughout, the University of

the Philippines supported the
program and showed a keen inter-
est in its implementation.

O The_program_mAreall_need;
Even with the temporary collapse
of the marketing scheme; vil-
lagers still fqt the need to
grow ipil-ipil and, thus; the
prbject succeeded;

The flexibility of the PCVs.
The ability of the PCVs involved
to switch horses in mid-stream
was crucial to the success the
program ultimately enjoyed.

1

Considerable government inter-
est. Community forestry was
a highly publicized Philippine
government priority, especi-
ally after the dramatic
increase in fuel prices.
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4. Chile
Case Study

The efountry

Chile; a thin strip of a country

2,600 miles long and an average of

200 miles wide; hugs the western

coast of the lbWer half Of SOUth

America; Its extreme length makes

for considerable geographic and cli-

matic variation; the North is a for-

tidableideSert covering nearly a

third of Chile's land area. The

central part of the country enjoys a

temperate climate and is the com-

mercial and cultural nexus and con-

tains three-fourths of the popula-

tion. The South 18 a region of

lakes; forests, steep valleys And

generally cold weather; The,4ndes

Mountains run the length of Chile

and account for a third of the

total land Area.

Chile is more developed than most

Latin American countries. It has a

large middle class and more people
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live in cities than in rural areas.

The mining industry is well estab-

lished and accounts for most of Chi-
-1k
le s foreign exchange. Copper; in

particular; is a key export; with

Chile possessing an estimated 22% of

the world's total known copper

reserves; Other 'major industries

include steel; food processing a %d

textiles;

MuCh of the population is still
.

lower- working - class; however; and

the effects of Chile's development

have yet to make a significant

,impact on life in the rural areas.

Peace Corps' earITeffort in Chile

was mainly rural

went, reflecting

realization that

community develop-

the government's

much work remained

to be done to bring that sector of

the country'into the mainstream of

Chilean society.
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Forest in Chile:
An Overview

Concern for Chile's forests--to

exploit then wisely and to replace

them systematiCally-is a recent

phenomenon, even thOugh the first

general forestry law. was passed in

1931; Over the:years Chile's more

than 20. millio* hectares of forest

had been suhject to unplanned;

indiscriminate exploitation until

by the 1970s only six million

hectares remained).

Little was accomplished*in the

thirty years after the first laws

were passed. A forestry school was

not established until the 1950s,

and no serious effort at land use

planning was IaunclIed until 1961;.

In that year, with the assielnmt

of funds from the Food and Agri-

culture Organization of the UN, the

Forestry Institute was established

"to support'public and private

forestry activities for research

1. Project Description of 1976
Omnibus Program.
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and

:the

the

and

training.
"2

Four years later

institute was incorporated into

Chilean Ministry of the Economy

the Minigtrylof Agriculture.

In 1967 anew forestry. Jaw was
,

passed which created a separate Div-4

ision of Forestry within the Minis-

try of Agriculture, but also pro- --

vided for the continuation of the

work of the Forestry Institute

During the next four years these two
,

agencies were j esponsible

for torestry work in Ch_le. In 1971

the two were finally merged under

yet another agency, the Corporacion,

Nacion l Forestal (CONAF), wi4clas

%...

..
.

to havt verall i

responsibility'fbr.

development and control- of:all forest

resources in Chile.. The Forestry

Institute continued to exist; inci-

dentally, but its chief was appoint-

ed by the head of CONAF and its

:a4Aties'subject to CONAF approval.

2; 1977 Program Description;
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Peace Corps
Fores Programs
in Ch
The Institute of Rural Education (IER)

The first group of PCVs to arrive

in Chile; in 1962, contained a number

of foresters. These first PCVs (it's

not clear how many there were) were

part of the Institute of Rural Edu-

cation (IER) program; which in turn

grew out of the Jesuit-run Accion

Catolica community development pro-

ject. This program, in other words,

was not associated with the Chilean

government and, although run by

priests; it was essentially a lay

organization in terms of its objec-

tives

The IER/PC foresters were

assigned to do small-scale reforesta-

tion work with various rural groups;

particularly the Mapuche Indians.

Working out of centros (rural commun-

ity, development clubs), and working
.

with the local deIegado (club mana-

gei-), the PCVS established small

nurseries and distributed seedlings

to help prevent erosion and serve as
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a source of firewood.

Like many early Peace Corps pro-

grams IER was not particularly suc-_

cessful. For one thing it was loca-

ted outside of the Chilean govern-

mental structure and; though it had

the government's blessing, it did

not always have the government's

cooperation; There was also a good

deal of political infighting between

the political IER heirarchy and the

more left-leaning delegados. Fin-

ally; IER was too small a program to

undertake any kind of serious refor-
_t

estation work on a national scale

The 1963 country evaluation noted

that PCVs were having some success;

but that Peace Corps' involvement in

IER was probably ill-advised; sooner

or later Peace Corps would haVe-te
(4,

work more clearly withiltiA Chilean

government, and the sooner that_hap-

pened, the better.

The Forestry Institute

By 1964 _Peace Corps_ had begun to

program through the various Chilean
,

ministries. For the foresters' this

meant that fOr the firue time they
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would be working directly in the

Forestry Institute; Several such

PCVs arrived in-country in October

Of 1964. Their work corresponded

with the largely research- and plan=

ning-oriented mandate of the Insti-

tute, i.e. surveying,' inventory and

mapping work,. drawing up forest

management plans, species experi-

mentation, soil studies, etc; The

1966 Chile evaluation considered

the program "one of the best in the

country Iv for a number of reasons:

1) the work was carefully defined,

2) the PCVs were fully qualified

and their credentials respected, 3)

their involvement was strengthening

an i*portant institutien,, and 4)

the program was benefitting the

ed6nomy and the development of the

country. On the other hand there

was some question as to whether or

not the Institute was the proper

arena in which to concentrate Peace

Corps' forestry effort in Chile,

i.e. the PCVs were not working

directly with the rural poor; The

program, in other words, was_a suc=

cess, but was it really the kind of

succcus that Peace Corps wanted to
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have?

c(
Community Ref restation

The answer1came two years later,

in 1966; .when -the Peace corps pro

gram in Chile was substantially

revamped. The new model, inaugUrd-

ed by the group of 31 forestry PCVs

who arrived in October of that year,

had a decidedly rural/community for-

,estry orientation; The program con-

sisted of six graduate foresters who

would work in the forestry division

Of the MiniStrY of Agriculture and be

assigned to district offices where

they would work directly with Chilean

counterparts. Their main reSPonsi-

bilitieS would be in the areas of

soil testing, species experimenta-

tion; and the growing of seedlings.

Most importantly, however, these spe-

cialists would be called upon to

advise and'assist the other 25: PCVs

involved in the program; who would be

assigned to villages thrOughout the

district and charged with promoting

community and individual interest

and reforestation; These 25 PCVs;

all generalists, would work with



individual farmers and community

groups to teach them the importance

of'reforestation andthe necessary

skills for planting and maintaining

seedlings.

This program was part of the

National Reforestation Plan; the

goal of'which was to plant 5 mil-

lion hectares of eroded land in 35

years, with the eventual objective

of erosion prevention and the crea-

tion.of a supply_ of forest products

for industriallise. Farmers who

participated were eligible to

receive credit from the National

Institute forfor AdicuItural Produc-

tion, an important provision as the

farmers needed the money to buy

fencing to protect the seedlings;

The program received its second

group of PCVs (12 foresters and 17

generalists) in*September of 1967

and a third contingent of roughly

the same size in 1968. This repre-

sents the largest forestry effort

the Peace Corps ever mounted in

,Chit:

But did it. work? The answer,

generally speaking; is yes, though

it depends on who you talk to The

generaliatS; by and large, were

quite successful: At their COS'con-
.

ference in August, of 1968, the first

group that had entered the program

were extremely positive about their

experience:

The group believed [notes the
conference retort] that both they
as individuals and the program as
a whole had been successful and
contributed to the development of
Chile. The generalists thought
that the program's basic belief
that generalists could play a
limited technical role An fores-
try had been proven correct;_
They were almost boastful about
the number of trees they had
planted and were convinced of the
value of their service; They
attributed the success of their
program to its being based on
sound institutions; the Forestry
Institute and the National Insti-
tute for Agricultural Production;
and its being designed to meet
important Chilean needs;3

These PCVs did have some com-

plaints; however; most of which cen-

tered around site assignments.

WhiI6 these problems did not seri-

ously jeopardize the success of the

4rojecti they might very well have

hampered a less healthy project; and

3; Completion of Service Conference;
Chile 23.
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thus they beat repeating here. or about theirs. They agreed that the

program had been a success, but they

did not feel that they had played

much of a part. They found that

their role as technical advisers to'

the generalists had not really been

necessary, that the level of work

the generalists were doing was not

that technically demanding. Many of

the foresters thus felt underuti.1-

lized and quickly became bored.

The 1967 "Evaluation of the For-

estry Program of Peace Corps in

Chile" came essentially to the same

conclusions. The evaluator felt that

the success of the program should be

attributed mainly to the non-profes-

one thing the generalists felt that

they had been sent to sites chosen

by the Ministry; but not necessar-

ily checked Out at the local level

either by Peace Corps or the gov-

ethMent. In many cases when the

PCVs arrived there had been no

Clear plan for how they would be

used. As a result a number of the

volunteers ended up wasting several

months as messengers or doing gen-

er41 office work. The Volunteers

recommended that the Ministry not

be involved in site selection too

early:

They were not satisfied that [the
Ministry] yet understood the Vol-
unteers sufficiently to have an
4dequate comprehension of the job
that tfty were to perform; In
addition [the Ministry] seemed to
be subject to such considera-
tions as a) a desire to simply
expand its bureaucracy; b) poli-
tics; c) a wish to be attractive
to USAID_and other sources of
finance.4

While the generalists were

pieaset with their experience; the

foresters were less enthusiastic

4. Ibid.
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sionals who had indeed done good

work and had been commended by the

Ministry. The evaluator also noted

that the generalists had gotten

involved in other kinds of community

development work as well; such as

organizing sports clubs and

6estab-lishing volunteer fire depart.

But, the evaluator continued, tt*

graduate foresters were not bein
%

well used, largely because of

program's emphasis on reforestation,
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a not particularly challenging task

technically;

The evaluator went on to make

another important observation: it

was his opinion that the Ministry

did not always seem sure what to do

with PCVS, particularly the profes-

sionals; and as a result Peace Corps

seemed to have established its own

little forest service in Chile; His

recommendation was that the Ministry

ought to expand its work into acti-

vities other than reforestation or

else not request so many profes-

sional foresters.

The Role of Peace Corps Volunteers

In 1970 the direction of the

Peace Corps forestry program in Chile

took sft. another turn. That was the

year the Marxist government of SaIva-
,

dor Allende came to power.' And the

next three years; until the military

coup of 1973; were marked by increas-

ingly serious political polarization

In Chile; In that atmosphere few of

Allende's ideas actually got trans-

lated into programs; The implica-

tions for Peace Corps were not posi-
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tive; In addition, Allende did.hot

want foreigners spread all over the

country; Thus Peace Corps scaled..

down its program in Chile; sending

in only a few specialists to do

research work or teaching in Santi-

ago or at Austral University in Val-

divia. Some of this had been going

on already; at the same time as the

community reforestation work, but

now highly..trained professionals

became the focus of.the program in

Chile. ; In a sense "program" is a

misnomer, asiPCVs were more or less

pursuing independent projects as

part of a particular faculty or;

'research institute; all they had in

common was their number of years of

specialization; Among the skills

that were requested during this era

were an a ial photo-interpretation

specialist and gradUate foresters'in

forest entomology; tree genetics;

and wood technology. The goal of the

program; clearly; was to supply cri-

tically needed trained manpower while

Chile trained its own foresters;

Skill transfer does not seem to have

been a priority. It should also be

pointed out that the entire effort in



Chile during the Allende years was

drastically cut back until; at the

time of the military takeover;

there were no more than 15 PCVs in

the country.

After the coup the foreatty Orb=

gram continued in more or less the

same vein, with a strong emphasis

on researkh and teaching and speci-

alists still filling in until Chit=

eans could take over. Because

Chile was heavily Ar debt after the

Allende regime fell; a priority of

the Pinochet government was to get

the country's economy back on its

feet; As a result forestry efforts

concentrated on profit-making rather

than conservation and reforestation

Howi then; does one characterize

this last phase of Peace Corps for-

estry in Chile? .Generally speaking;

the specialists who served during

these years were very satisfied with

their work; they had specific; well-

defined responsibilities, were meet-

ing obviously important needs; and

Were buying time for the country.

In those terms the program was a suc-

cess. The handwriting was On the

general was once agaih moving in the

direction of rural community develop-

menthelping the poorest,of the poor

--and the forestry program'In'Chile

was clearly not consistent with that

orientation. It was, in short, the

twilight of the era of the special*

ist.

Success and
Failure

The forestry programs in Chide get

mixed reviews; JER,- the first, was
A

not particularly successful.' The

reasons are repeated below:

The program was not attached to
the CMIean government. This
was a direct Peace Corps third
party effort which did not
include the Chilean government
and thus could not count'on the
governmentYssupport or long -
term interest.

OLERo Internal squabbling --wit in .

There were differences ofepin--_
ion between the IER hierarcy and
the more left-lpaning field per-
sonnel as to what direction the
program should take; Field
efforts were always in danger of
being compromised by sudden pol-
icy shift!

The community reforestation program

wall; however; the Peace Corps in was successful for these reasons:
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'19

Strong ministry suppart. Both
of the involved ministries
strongly believed in-the pro-
gram -and came through-with' the
necessary support.

Strongly organized local com-
munities. Local communities
were sufficiently--organiied
to be able to Carry out the
work of the program.

The job clearl- matched the
skills of the PCVs; especially
the generalists.

a The need for reforestation was
(or was made) apparent..

A nd the specialists also had a

successful experience:

They had clearly defined res-
ponsibilities;

The4r-work-was commensurate
With tbeit-traningand thus
pr Tess

The specialists felt they were
performing a) valuable service
that; at the time; Chileans
could not perform.

1
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5. Guatemala
Case Study

'The Country

Just south of Mxico, Guatemalie-

is the northernmost country of

Central America; Its most disttn-

guishing natural features are the

two mountain ranges which cut across

the country from the northwest to

the southeast; Orte of these ranges

includes a chain of active volcanoes.

The mountains, and the plateaus and

the valleys between them form Guate-

mala's central highlands where most

of the population is centered; Other,

less-developed regions include the

jungle lowlands in the east, the

more and north (jutting into the

Yucatan) and the-'southwestern

Pacific plain, a rich agricultural

zone. The capital, Guatemala City,

with more than a million'inhabit-

ants, is the largest urban area in

Centraf.Aterica.

More than half of the population.
.

fi

are pure-blood Mayans. Originally a

highly advanced and unified culture;

the ancient Mayan civilization dist-

appeared suddenly before the age of

thy: Spanish conquest, eaving frag-

mentary subcultures, each with its

'own dialect and ,customs. Guatemala

achieved its independence from Spain

in 1812. ThOLghout the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries the country

was ruled by a succession of dicta-

tors until in 1970 Colonel Carlos

Arana Osorio was elected president

and adopted Guatemala's' first compre-

hensive development program.

After World War II Guatemala's

sluggish economy experienced rapid

rowth'with the national income doubt

li g in juSi over twodecade4.2, More

recently, howeverevelopment_has

-i)een threatened by inflation and

rapid population growth. Hardest

4
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hit have been the rural poor, whose

scramble for arable land has grown

steadily worse and whose solutions

to the problem-Tcutting the oak and

pine forests and farMing the fra-

gile topsoil at increasingly high

altitudes--have only cdiPounded

these difficulties. More than 70%

of the adults in this group are';,-

illiterate, many speak no Spanish,

and more than 80% of their children

are malnouristled.

FOreshy in Guatemala:
An Overview

The highlands of Guatemala, known

as the-altiklama, is inhabited large-

ly.by Indians and is "one of the most

important agricultural and coniferous

forest regions in.the entire

country,"
1
but its productive capac-

-v

ity is being seriously undermined by

increasingly destructive soil erosion.

Ifi the process much of the surface

soil a;d subsoil materials have been

Descrip6lon

stripped from:the land, thereby,

removing that land from agricul-

tural production or the possibil-

ity of grazing and thus threaten-

ing the food supply and economic

stability of the inhabitants.

The response to this problem

traditionally has been the over-

grazing and overplanting of

neighboring acreage as well as the

cutting of trees' to serve as fuel

and fodder and, eventually, clear-

ing the dead trees to provide more

land for planting.

In additioni'the erosion has

led.to'the creation ,of gullies,

Ian fides and other dislocations

of the terrain, frequently result-

ing in flooding and serious sedi-

mentation problems in the lakes and

streams. Thus, the overall capacity

of the altiplano to support its

inhabitants is increasingly jeop-

ardized;

Ih responding to -this problek,

Guatemala's agency responsible for

natural resource management, the
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Instituto Nacional Forestal (INAFOR)

initiated a forestry project with

assistance from CARE, the U.S. Peace

Corps and other agencies.

Peace Corps
ForesWy Programs
in Guatemala

The history of ce Corps for-

estry programs in Guatemala is the

story of a six-year partnership 3

between Peace Corps, CARE and the

Instituto Nacional Forestal. The

first Volunteersto work in forestry

arrived in 1974. The latest-group.

arrived in Guatemala in September

1980. In that six-year period the

structure and the emphasis of the

program has changed little. Thus,

the focus of this study will not be

80 much the various trends in fores-

try programming in Guatemala; bur

rather an in-depth consideration of

how one program, over a period of

years; attempted to respond to the

development needs of a particular

region and group of people.
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The INAFOR forestry program is

approaching the environmental deter-

ioration of the-altiplano with the

conviction that since the prqblem

exists in the field; it must be

solved in the field. Further, as

the problem ip largely the result of

land use practices, the solution

must be to work wjh the people to

change their practices. ,Specifical

ly, INAFOR's Resoutces Management

and Conservation Program has four

objectives: the control of erosion,

correction of drainage and overflow

problems, maintenance or improvement

of soil productivity for all types

of crops (agricultural, grass,

forests) and the management and

conservation of Water. These &ai4

are in addition to a treeplanting

goal of two to three million trees

per year. Such an ambitious under-

taking requires the support and

cooperation of numerous institutions

and Individuals; Involved; in one

way or another, in the resources and

conservation projectiare the Ministry

of Agriculture, the Peace Cotpb, CARE,

OAS, OXFAM; CenterfOr Mayan Culture;

and various religi68 groups, village
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cooperatives, rural teachers, and'

private individuals.

The project has two major empha.

ses; a Food for Work component and a

counterpart development project.

Under Food for Work. CARE provides

certain commodities to rmer work

groups who undertake management and

conservation practices, such as

bench terracing, planting of denuded

areas, reforestation and range re-

seeding, small dam construction, etc.

Technical assistance is provided by

INAFOR, while the Peace Corps

provides the on-site supervision;

The counterpart development pro-

gram is carried out at the village

level where a skilled worker from

,INAFOR, usually a PCV forester,

works with the villagers to intro-

duce and demonstrate new land use *.

practices. As part of this effort

the PCV selects a counterpart for

training; The counterpart, who is

paid a modest wage by INAFOR, is

0
expected to eventually take over for

the PCV, who then moves on to

another village.

The INAFOR Project
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Volunteers play a crucial role

in INAFOR; they are the liaison

between the technical experts 'at the

ministry and district levels and the

Villagers of the altiplano. Volun-

teers. most of whom havea forestry

background, are assigned to a

district INAFOR office and usually

work with several villages simulta-

neously. In each village the PCV:

i) establishes and maintains a tree

nursery as part of a local reforest-

ation and afforestation effort; 2)

helps establish village forest

committees to carry out forestry

improvement programs. 3) establishes

a demonstration area for the purpose

of teaching proper soil, plant and

water management and

practices, 4) trains

part, and 57. carries

education program.

By most measures

conservation

a local counter-

on an extension

the Peace Corps

INAFOR program has been a major suc-

cess. The first 21 volunteers, a

mixture of foresters and generalists,

arrived early in 1974 and seem to

have made great progress toward

accomplishing the' project's objec-

'tives: "We are pleased to note,"



they wrote in their mid-service con-

ference report, "that all of these

Volunteers had accomplished'the work

of the making of a tree, nursery and

taught various methods of soil con-

servatiortto the people in their

respective sites." They also noted

that a few PCVs were drawing up and

"attempeino iMplement forestry

management plans" and that "every

one of the Volunteers in the field

is working with and training a bi-

lingual Indian counterpart."

Two other assessments of the

work of this group were likewise

quite positive. These,assesspents

were' made by two professors who

visited the program in their capac-

ityas.members of the University

Technical Assistance Consortium for

Peace Corps Forestry and Environ-

mental Programs in._ Latin America.

The consortium

as a technical

the Volunteers

was founded to serve

assistance unit fqr

in the field and as

a resource for recruiting Peace

Corps Volunteers.

Dr; Norman Richards of the Cot-

lege of Environmental Science and

Forestry; State University of New

1

York, viaited Guatemala in January

of 1975 and found that although

there had been some problems with,

INAFOR,the PCVs "through their On

, resourcefulness:and by increased

cooperation among themselves' -had

been able to f nction effectively.

The problems Dr. Richards identified

were 1) Ineffectual field coordina-

tors (the technically trained experts

from INAFOR who were to advise PCVs

in the field), 2) the Withdrawal of

two top-level technical advisors

(from OAS and OXFAM) from the pro-
.

grami 3) a shortageof money, and 4)

a short-staffed Peace Corps. office;

Dr; Richar.:is made two recommend-

ations for strengthening the program:

1) in selecting work sites Peace
.

,. Corps should be careful tochoose

villages which already have some

existing social structure--a coop,

an active church program, a respon-

sive local government--that the PM

can become attached to. Volunteers

2. Norman A.. Richards, Report on My
Third Technical Visit to the INA-
FOR Peace Corps Pr ram in the
AltiplanO of Guate ola, January
1975.



working alone with their counter-

parts cannot make a significant

A.mpact;_ particularly over the long

term; 2) while technically- qualified

PCVs were desirablelor the program*

even more iiipartant were individuals

with social and political sensitiv-

ity and a heavy dose of personal

resourcefulness. All in all; how-.

ever; Dr; Richards thought the pro-

gram had "made a real beginning.

Dr. Edwin - Tisdale of the Univer-
.

sity of IdaVikewige praised the

project, p riicularly the maturity

of the Volu teers and their- great

"willingness to carryon with a

minimum of helil" 3 Dr; Tisdale also

recommendedthat only thotie communi7

ties with "some organizational

structure with which the Voluntg.er

can operate" be chosen as work

Sites.

In the summer of 1975 the second

group of INAFOR Volunteers arrived;

consisting of 22 foresters and soil

Dr; Edwin Tisdale; Report on
Second Visit to thp:INAFOR Peace
Corps Visit to the Altiplano
Region of Guatemala; February
1975.
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conservationists. The objectives/

roles of this group were essentially

unchanged from that of INAFOR I.

Once.again the Volu teers seemed to

have had consid,etaytfle success. At

their-mid-term conference in 1976

100% reported they had met the

objective of establishing/maintain-

ing a nursery, 100% had, trained a

Counterparti- and 80% had cairTed out

some sort of land use education pro-

gram: On the other hand; only 32%

"had been able to establish demon-

stration plots; largely because
4

thefe was so little idle land avail

ablethe gr434 eventually racommen-
-_--,..,

ded4liminating this objective from

the program); and none of th6' PCV14

had achieved-the objective of estab-

lishing village forest comMitteetto

pro-

grams.

forest imprbyaMent pro-

grams. the,group regarded this

later goal as premature "because in

the majority of the areas there are

no forests to work with," They

'recommended this objective be post-
_ 6

poned tb a later date. "Though the

Volunteers were generally success:-

ful; they evertheless shad some

probleMS with ,INAFOR specific-411i



over the issue; o. counterparts. , The

Volunteers complained that INAFOR

did not take the counterparts ser-

iously while they; the PCVs, consi-

dered thewhole objective of coun-

terpart development/transfer df
.t-

skills the most .important element of

the program. The agency; the PCVs

complained, frequently denied them

'certain medical services that they

were. entitled to, and that in gen-

eral INAFOR did a poor job of ori-

enting and providing technical

training for the counterparts; The

Volunteers went so far as to recom-

mend that if INAFOR did not :correct

thege deficiencies in the program,

Peace Corps should discontinue 4ts

cooperation with that agency.

Nevertheless the program contin-

ued with some changes in personnel

and, a third group of Volunteers
. .

arrived in late 1976; By the time

of the May 1977 Country Program

rvaluation conducted by Peace Corps;

INAFOR had 40 PCVs, 26% of Peace

Corps/Coatemala's total, making it

tilt: largest Pence Corps program in
*

the country. By all indications;

the program was still working well
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and INAFOR was pleased, saying that

with only six Guatemalans holding
'c

degreein forestry; the need for

trained: manpOwer was acute. Am

INAFOR official said he could easily

place twice as manycNolunteers as he

then had in-countrY.-' The evaluators

went on to. note that, "In the

opinion of all concerned--host

country officials, Peace Corps/

Guatemala and PCVs--the Volunteers

are not only an appropriate iesource

to meet this problem btit are in fact

the only people qualifie &at this

time to do the job."4.

'Volunteers were.also Content:2.-

They found their work very relevant

to the- needs of the country while-at
_

the same tiMe.professionally'8atis-

fying. They were able to carry out

many of the objectives of the pro=

-gram and were apparently no longer
t

having the counterpart 'problem,. of a

couple of months earlier. Seventy,

one percent of the-PCVs felt they

would leave a well-trained counter-

_____ptIrt in their. toad and 1007 said-a-

4. Peace Corps_Cuon*/Program Eval-
.7Y

uation, 1977.
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functioning institution able to car-

ry on their work WAS in place; In

just one year, the evaluatOrs noted,

PCVs had planted 600;000 trees..

Other estimates place the total at

1.2 million by the end of 1977).

Another strength of the program

was the high quality of host country

support. ,In the year preceding the

evaluation; INAFOR allotted $141;000

for the program, and INAFOR agents

made frequent visits to PCVs in the

field. In addition the material and

moral support provided by CARE;

through the Food for Work program,

was a great boost to the progiam.

Peace Corpaistaff support was now

greatly improved as well, With

staff-volunteer contacts as frequent

as fifteen imea per year.

The onl real weakness the eval-L
uators could kind was that the pro-

gram was too small:

The

largely

program

history of INAFOR; then; is

a litany of success; the

is effectively addressing

certain key needs of the Indiana of

the Guatemalan altipiaato; There is;

however; one other side to INAFOR

that should be Mentioned; Under-
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lying the INAFOR program is a ques-

tion which goes beyond land use and

conservation in the aItipIano to the

issue of land ownership in Guatemala;

where a large percentage of the land

is awned by a small minority of

wealthy families.

The relation between land uAe

and the socio-political dynamic of

Guatemala is far from tenuous. A

PCV cut to the heart of the deforest-

ation question when he wrote: "The

poor are pushed farther up.onto the

poorest slopes and forced' to fart

land that should never be taken out.

of the forest."

For INAFOR; and other Peace Corps

programs like it, the question hag to

be asked: IS this program treating

the symptoms or the diseatie? The

possible answers are many; Yesi

INAFOR does treat symptoms, but

thAt'S better than nothing; Or yes;

INAFOR does treat symptoms, ut the

government does have another rograth

working on the disease. Or; right

now INAFOR is only treating the

symptoms; but once they've estab-

lished credibility they'll go deeper.

What's important is that the question
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be askoti% Peace Corps should be

constantly examining anew whether

that involvement continues to be

appropriate.

Success and
Failure

Judggd by the criteria of its

Stated Vbjettives; INAFOR has been
;.: -
a success: The reasons; sprinkled

throughout the preceding text; can

be summarized as4ollows:

ALLAAAJAkslee of hos country
commitment;-_both t solving
the problpuTOYOnservation
and to thrs particular pro-

.
gam;

The material support offered by
a third party, CARE:

The central role of the Guate-
malan counterpart (whose
involvement reassures PCVs
their work will live after
them).

The low level of technology/
expense involved.

',work sufficiently matched to the
skill level of the PCVs.
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6. Chad.
Case. Study

The Country

'Chad is one of the five largest

countries on the African continent,

roughly twice the size of Texas;

Chad lies south of Libya, west of

the Sudan and east of Niger. A com-

pletely land-locked country, it con-

sists-of;.three geographic zones:

the northern desert, which occupies

three-fifths of the surface area,

0;te shallow basin across the center
40r,

of the country, and the brown and

green savannah land of the south.

Ninety percent of the people live in

the southern fifth of the country.

An estimated 95% of the popula-

tion makes its living from subsist-

ence farming and cattle herding.

The principal crops are millet; sor-

ghum, corn, cotton and peanuts.

Until 1968 Chad was agriculturally

Self-sufficient, but in that year a

serious drought struck the country

and then persisted for the next five

years. It is now uncertain if or

when Chad will ever be able to grow

all its own fdod again.

According to the World Bank,Chad

is one of the world's five poorest

countries; Only IO% of the popula-

tion can read and write and half of

the country's children die before

they reach the age of five. The

average life expectancy is a brief

39 years. "Chad's present," noted

one source, "is grim and the future

uncertain."
1

Three major problems

confront Chad's development: there

are few mineral resources, a large

part of the country is desert, and

there is'no access to the Sea. Per

capita GNP is under $120. With

1; Peace Corps Country Evaluation,
12/78;



most of the people farmers; and few

farmers raising cash crops; the cap-

ital base and source of income is

extremely limited;

AS if Chad'S problems weren't

serious enough; a longstanding sec-

essionist dispute between the Mos-

lem-Arab faction in the north and

the SUdanie=BantU tribes in the

south broke out into open warfare
.

in 1979. ;Peace Corps Volunteers

and staff were evacuated in that

year, and there are currently no

plans to re-enter Chad.

Forestry in Chad:
An Overview

Forestry in Chad is not pursued

for its on sake; but rather for

its contribution to the agricultu-

ral sector of the economy; that is;

reforestation is important in Chad

as a means of land reclamation;

protecting crops (from the elements

and, through natural fencing, from

grazing stock). In a country whose

climate is as harsh as Chad's and

agriculture; the preservatibh and

productive capacity of land is bound

dwarf all other considerations;

The already marginal existence

. of much of the population was jeo-

pardized even further by the serious

drought of 1968-73 which devastated

crops and livestock herds, increased
. _

pressure on the forests, and des-

troyed thousands of acres Of eUltiV=

able topsoil. Small-wonder; then,

that in the mid-1970s Peate Corps

was asked to

gram to help

litating the

sector.

develop a forestry pro-

in the task of rehabi=

cointry's agricultural

Peace Corps
Forestry Programs
in Chad,

Early Efforts

Actually; Peace Corps hag to

doing forestry work in Chad as far

back as 1969 when one PCV first

started working at the Matafo Exper-

imental Station. Apparently this

Volunteer was a one-man forestry

program involved mainly in general

whose economy is so dependent on nursery work Ih 1971 two more

/.
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foresters came to Chad, one to re-,

place the Volunteer at Matafo and

one to work first at Fort Lamy and

later at Lai. Their work was to

oversee the growing of seedlings,

both for reforestation and fodder

production; supervise the planting

and maintenance of windbreaks, shel-

ter belts; firewood plantations, and

fruit orchards, and to train local

counterparts/field agents. Like the

Volunteer before them; one of the

two PCVs was assigned to the Chadian

,Department of Water and Forests; an

agency desperately in need of train-

ed manpower; The other was assigned

to the SODELAC (Society fOr Develop-

ment of Lake Chad) project.

The "program" continued in the

same vein for the next three or four

years, with one or two foresters

arriving annually. But there was

little or no material or technical

support from the Chadian government

(which didn't have the means). Even

so these"pioneering PCVs seem to

have been quite succedsfuI. For one

thing, their services, if unsupport-
.

ed; were sincerely appreciated and

very much in demand. In addition

there was coniderable third party
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support; mainly from the World Bank

and AID, the chief backers of the

SODELAC project. Several'of the

early PCVs worked on this project

and made substantial contributions:

One PCV at Matafo completed a wind-
__

break and established small trial

plantations along the Iakeshoce and

on the dune at Sol.

The next report (1974) still

finds only two forestry PCVS in-

country; one working with SODELAC

and the other working in Lai on

fruit tree species experimentation,

specifically with guava, mango and

cashew, along with some eucalyptus

and neem plantings. A'1978'Country

Program EvaluatiOn noted"that fores-

try programming in Chad in the mid-

1970s "stagnated due to revolving

door staff."

In a similar vein the report of

the-1977 Arid Land Fopestry Confer-

erice in Niamey noted that "forestry

in Chad is presently far behind the

efforts being made in other Sahel-

ienne Zoite countries."
2

In 'fairness

to Peace Corps, however, it should

2. , Notes of the 1978 Peace Corps
Forestry Conference, Niamey,
Niger, October' 199W, p. 43.



be pointed our that the Water and

Forest Department in. Chad was so

understaffed that a large -scale

program might not have been ade-

quately supported.
.

Whatever reason, there does

not- to have been any serious

att pt to establish a forestry pro-

( gram to capitalize on the good work

) (and good relations) of the earlier

PCVs until sometime in 1976. This

effort, in turn, was largely in res-

ponse to major new forestry initia-

tives on the part of various third

parties. In fact, the history of

Peace Corps forestry work in Chad

after 1976 is the history of these

organizations and Peace Corps' rela-

tionship to these projects.

The CARE Gao Program

The largest of these initiatives

is the CARE Acacia albida (gao) pro-
,

gram begun in 1976; With money

donated by AID, CARE built and main-

tained six nurseries in the area

south of N'Djamena. Each nursery

was run by either a PCV or a Chadian

Water and Forests agent. The idea of
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the project was to promote reforesta-

tion and increase soil fertilitynd

agricultural product46n by encourag-

ing farmers to plant gao in their

fields., Gao has a number of attrac-

tive properties: it sheds its seedlings

during the rainy season and thus

does not keep the sun from the crops;

and its leaves provide shade during

the long dry eeaSon, helping: to pre-
,

vent soil desiccation. Its root

ystem retains moisture and its leaves

t as a natural fertilizer. Fields

planted with gao thus do not have

to be left fallow every two or three

years to regenerate. Gao trees take

15 years to mature, however, and an

incentive thus has to be provided to

farmers before they will go to the

considerable trouble of planting and,

especially; protecting the seedlings.

In the CARE gao project this incen-

tive was food donated by AID.

In 1976 1,500 hectares of acacia

were planted; with a survival rate

of 40%. In 1977 2,500 hectares were

planted with a higher survival rate

expected. By October of 1978 the

-project had expanded to include nine

nurseries producing a total of 300;000
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Seedlings a year being distributed

and planted by 2;060 farmers. A

preliminary study showed.thaI thi.

presence of gao increased crop ..-

yields by;lrz ThroughoUt 1976i.

1977 and 1978 he were foikr-or

five PCVs involved'in the prograf.

There were; of :coutse, some dif-

ficulties with the program. For

one thing, the farmers were skepti-

cal; in spite of the food=fcir=Work

incentive, some farmers were_reluc-

tant to become involved as they had

heard the government would take

their land once the treeN matured.

DefuSing this issue required consi-

derable effort and time in the field'

on the part of the Department of

Water and Forests counterparts. This

effort, howev(tr, paid off; it not

only reassured'the farmers, but .also

convinced them that Water and'For-

ests, i.e. their own government, was

committed to this project And not

just Peace Corps and the other donor.

agencies. Another problem was the

fear of birds. Trees provide homes

for birds, and, as a result, many

farmerS were reluctant to plant seed-

lings. "The bird problem," noted a

,

PCV involved in th6 project; "will

one day be solved, but if the.Sahel

is to continue to be fertilti-it

Cannot be solved at the expense pi'

Shelian trees."
_

But-the largest problem contin

ues to be the fact that the program,

aSide'frOm food for work; offers no

short -term tangible rewards. In

essence; the program asks the farmer

to Iend a helping hand to posterity,

a noble enough cause, perhaps; but

not nearly so critical as the ques-

tiOn Of taiere next month's meals are

going to come from; In addition,

critics have pointed out that if the

objective of the program is truly to

bring about a lohg=term commitment

to tree planting on the part of the

farmers, then tyoltig farmer participa-

tion to food donations may be coun-
. e

cterproductiV.0. ;14-cit$e, it -ouUl eas-
ily encourage increased dependency

on handouts;

3. Steve Riese, Report of Peace
Corps/Niger Forestry, 1978, p. 34.
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The Dougui Forestry Project

The other major third par r for

estry effort id Chad irk these years

POject.
A

early '70s,

the groWth in N'Djamena and tradi-

tional herding/grazing practices,

the region north ofthe capital had

become seriously deforeated and was

the victim of rampant soil erosion:).

In 1976 FAO, with funda from the

UNDP; MISEREOR (a German interna-

tional aid organizatiT), and the

Chadian government began a five-year

reforestation/land use program. At'

the core of the effort was the con-

cept of parcelles, llots of land to

be set aside by each village for the

purpose of regeneration/reforesta-

tion. After promising plots were-

identified by project staff, the

village chief would be contacted for

hi*S cooperation. If the village

agreed to support a parcelle, then

Ws,_ the Forestry

.)pue to a drought in th

work would proceed; The work would

consist of establishing the parcelle

boundaries and then erecting a

thorn-branch fence around the peri-

meter; For their labor villageta
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Would be paid in money from project

-funds ajd in food from the Worldv'

Program; After the fence was

in place.a pardiail would be appoint-

ed to patrOltbi'pareelle, reihferc

iag the fence.Ohere necessary and

keepingvillagers and livestock out.

Once protected in this fashion,

lithe parcelle would'beleft to regen-

erate its forest. and vegetative e

cover free fredexploitation. In

'addition the parcelle Would be seed-

ed with appropriate species to

augment its natural composition.,

After three years the-fences woUIA-

be removed and, in accordance with

a Carefully drawn up land use manage-

ment plan, villagers would be.allowed (

to exploit various sections of the

parcelle on a rotating basis, one

Section per year:

Part of the project also inclu-

-d training Chadian foreiltrY agents

in metheda'of natural regeneration

and protection, surveying, and topo-

graphic measuring. In addition

there was a scholarship provision

fot sending promising Chadian agen

to the Forestry School ii the I--

CoaSt:fOr. two years of academio
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study; Four to five PCVs were in-

volved in this project from the. Out-,:
,

set, serving-as the technical link

between ;third party money and

expertise and -the actual on-site

operation of the program.
,

Two :Years after the program

began there had been.considerable

progress. Thirteen parcelIes.Cov

ing900 hectares had been surve
.

mappgd and fenced.' A number of

counterparts had received mapping

and surveying training, a 60,000

seedling nursery bad been'estai

lishe, and over 200 rural farmers

had received food/money payments.for

their labor. Problems included a

lack of attention to educating the

farmers and thus ensuring the long-.

term success of the project, poor

relat ns between the FAO experts

and the villagers, and too much

emphasis on achieving-, technical

goals (precise mapping, etc.).

The question of housing for the PCVs

was -a% problematic; the Water and

Forgis'Department was willing to

house PCVs in N'Djamena, some 40' ktha

from Dougui, but wouId.not- construct

housee at the site. The FAO eventu-

6 1

ally agreed to pay construction-

costs for housing at Dougui,

The December 1978 evaluation

the Peace Corps program -in Chad

found the forestry sector in good

health. The CARE acacia project was °:

'called "a model of successful third

Tarty/Peace CorpscOoperation,"4

with much Ahe credit going to

"CARE'S understanding of the role

a PCV can pliY in a development

project." More generally the eval-
,

uators found that "fnrestry. PCVs are

addressing a real need, they work

full- time,_: and their job descriptions

match their actual jobs:"

ReservationSabout Peace Corps'

involegmenr-in,Chadian.fOrestry

ef6itScentered around the question

of.IOng-:term commitment on the part.

of the government of Chad and.the
,_

farmers; In essence,- the Peace

Corps and the donor agencies were

running the show, with the Govern-

ment of Chad's Department of Rate'

and Forests giving moral support;

The PCVs received almost no support

4. Peace_COrps Country Evaluation,
May 1979.
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or supervision from Water and For-

ests. There was counterpart train-

, ing taking place, but was there

sufficient government interest and

expertise to continue the projects.

phen the dentird pulled out? he

fear was 'the program might be so

deeply rooted in third party sup-

pOrt that it woUld, collapse.in the

absenCe of that support:

A further Complication, as the

evaluators noted, was that:'

All of these_forestryprojetta ,
were designed by outsiders_.;. .

to help rural subsistence farm-
era, but fthe farmersl_were
rarely, if ever, consulted about
project design. It is difficult
for; these farmers to see the.
benefita of reforestation because
it will take anywhere from three
to fifteen years for the benefits
to occur. Many farmers-7seeral
thOusand,in all--participate in
flOrestry projects, but they -work
planting -and protecting trees
because they arel'aid with money
and/or food frol Food for Work
aid WoridsFoodProgram stocks;
They cannot influence project
direction; they can only choose
to participate or not;

ti

%ems and
Failtue

The Peace Corps forestry program

in Chad, on the whole, was success=

fug;;, that is, stated goals were

achieved. The reasons for that

success; plus an important caveat,

are iiestated below:

Generous third party support.,
The material, techniCal,and
financial support provided by

' the various donor agencies
assured that.the project would
get off the ground.

The enthusiastic, If limited_,
support of the government. It"
couldn't do much, but the gov-
ernment was strongly in favor
of the vario9.0 projectsrunder-
taken_hY other agencies on its
behalf and provided a large
amount of moral support and
cooperation.

Stall-auieber-of-PCVs_involzeth.
There were apparently' never more
than nine or ten forestry FCVs
in- country at a time, an appro-
priate nutbez given the limited
area in which the projects were
-being undertaken; (Even so; the

1978 evaluation complained of.
too msny PCVs in the capitEd.

Presence-of _cominterparts, The
inclusion of hadian counter-
parts not'only give the program
continuity, but also served to
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reassure the farmers that
their government,_ and not just
these donor agencies, was com-
mitted to the work they were
being asked to undertake.

However, there was one Weakness

in the Chad program. In terms of

acrOage planted to ao and par-

celles fenced off the CARE and FAO

projeets were successful at the

'time the war broke out in 1979.

What is not known, however, is hiRw

long these projects would have

lasted once thehandouts.ran out

How much of the farmers' commitment

was to the goals of the project atd

how much to the food and money.? In

4 other wordsi_ were the donations -a

means fo an end or were they; in

fact, the end itself?
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7. Libmia
Case Stu

The Countiy

Liberia lies at the southwestern

end of the 'western bulge of Africa.

The size of Ohio; the country has

three major geographic zones: a

narrow coastal plain with white

sandy beaches, shallow lagoons, and

marshland; a dense rain forest; and

a region consisting partly of

plateau (in the east) and partly of

-low-lying mountains (in the west).

The climate is tropical and humid*

with two seasons; rainy and dry;

Culturally, Liberia's 1.6 Mil=

11.$11 people are a mix of the 16

major African ethnic groups which

settled in the area between the

twelfth and sixteenth centuries,

plus freed American slaves who
.174

began arriving in 1822; Prior to

the arrival of the Athericans there

had been some contact with Euro-

peans--.Dutch,"Spanish, English and

French traders-7but there was no

.serious attempt at coloniiatiOn:

1847 Liberia became the first inde-

pendent republic in Africa. The gov-

erriment until recently; was a demo-

cracy patterned ion the American

eral system with.a popularly. elected

president, vice president and .1.egis_=:

lature.' A recent army coup ha's'

deposed the e ected government and°

a military co ncil is currently rim-

fling the ntry. a

Ilirq natural resources form the

backbonelof Liberia's economy: iron

ore; kubber and timber. Rubber pro-

duction was introduced by a British-
_

firm Whith Sold out to FikeStbnei'

which began operations in 1926 and

even today manages the Q.-brides

largest single plantation at TarbeI.
*

Iron ore; first mined in 1951; 18

the country's major export. Timber
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resources are vast, but were only

targeted for deVilopment beginning

in 1970. Muth of the population

still practices traditionaItagri-

culture.

The development of Liberia in

this century has stressed the cul-

tarsi integration of the various

tribes and the descendants of the

Americansettlers:. :This "Unifica-

tion program" was' a central priority
'-

of .Liberia's eighteenth president,

William Tubman (1944-71) and'has-

been, in the main, successful. An

equally important pr ority was

TUbalan's "open door" policy created

to lure private foreign investment

,into Libetia. Both policies were

fz,reirerated by Tubman's successor,

frealOniWiXilam Tolbert.

Fortry in Liberia:
An Overview

Forestry in Liberia, unlike the

other countries in this study; is a

"business; After iron ore, trees are

Liberia's most abundant natural
11,

resource; Timber and related forest

66
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products are one of the country's

three largest exports and, thug, one

of the keystones of the economy;

Over the years,

has always been

marketing trees

The total f

is estimated at

however, the emphasis

on harvesting and

not planting them.

rest area in Liberia

about 12 million

acres; consisting mainly of broken

'High forest and closed high forest.

Total concession holding is about,

eight million acres and an estimated

four million acres is restricted as _

national forest. ConcesSionairee

are restricted to a yearly allotment

of four percent of total holding for

IORBing

It is now estimated that nearly

702 of Liberia's 1.6 million people

live within. or on the' edge of for-

ests and depend almost totally on

:forest- resources for their. food and

fuel. The country's forests are

thus centrally-Important; both to

the 11Welihood- much of the pop-

ulation and to the economy and devel-

opment of the country as a whole;

Realizing the increasing dependency

of the country on forest resources;

the government, in 1970,.took steps.



to safeguard the explottatiog

forests and to. begin a a

estation effort.-

At the core of this effortyes:a'.

law requiring the various timber

companies to establish one acre of

plantation or pay $405.00 into the

national reforestation fund for

every hoardfoot of timber removed

and a commitment from the government

to undertake its own reforestation

program with FAO and World Food

Assistance PrograM support. Specif-

ically,' the government set as its

goals: 1) the establishtent of ten

tree nurseries; 2) the replanting of

24,000 acres, and 3) the establish

ment of a tree crop (rubber, cacao;

coffee, `,oil palm, coconuts) program

- -all to be accomplished by 1973.

In 1970 the Peace Corps was invited

to participate in this effort.

Peace Corps
Forestry Programs
in Liberia

Early Efforts

Peace Corps' initial involvement

in forestry in Liberia was minimal,

with two or three Volunteer's a year

for the first three: years, plus
r.

five TreeCrop Extensionists in 1971.

One Forest Management Officer and a

Forest Utilization Officer,got the

program Off the ground in 197D.

The former was assigned to Grand

Gedeb County to do mapping, survey-

. ing, and planning; whilethectatter

vas:stationed in Monrovia and was

!uppoped to-do everything, -e;g: the
_ _ . _ _ - .

job description had,this'ibdividuel

involved in road constructiph, Te7

generatiOn of timbarfitanciadevgIN

opmentof management plans for

national forests, in-serVicetrain-

ing, eduCationand.reseerchi.specieS"_.

feasibility studies; and the estab-

4

lishment of local wood-based

industries.

TWo moreforesters arrived.a

year later; in the summer of 1971

and'two more the followingsummer.

These last four PCVs had more clear=

ly defined responsibilities and,..as'

they were the precursors of a major

new Peace Corps forestry program

that was to begin in 1974, theii

work will be described in somei,,

6
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detail. These forestere were assign-

ed to a district or regional forest

office and were to serve as technical

advisors to the local staff; which

normally included one university-

trained Liberian forester plus a

- number of largely uneducated *Oa-,

ere; The district offices'were

responSible for the Management of

the forests in that area; which meant'

overseeing the work of the various

timbei and mining concessions.

Specific dut43 included: .reviewing

the annual logging plans of each

concession and supervising their

4.

Controlled) and plant rice. Inter-

ested farmeri were the encouraged

to plant trees; largely Celina

arborea, in the rice fields. The

ldea was that since the farmers

would haVe to protect` the rice from

being overtaken by weeds; so they

would be proteCting the seedlings at

the same time; with no extra effort. .

The trees thusirown would belong to

the farmers to use as they saw fit.

The Program Expands

execution, supervieing And-et:ford-

ing the replanting provisions of the

1970 reforeStatiOn laW, establishing

and managing the station's own

nursery a,i plantation, improving

effiotency.1f office organizts=-
_

.tAnd ekainingiadvising the non-

atonal staff.

dough the work was decidedly 44.0

got village-oriented: there was one
truer

=component that involved communities

in the area of the stations. This
4

,
an Inter-cropping scheme whereby

village farmers would clear a plot of

land (either government- oricoMpany-

The work Of these Volunteers was

deemed successful and the program

was eitiehded. The expansion coinci-

ded with a 1973. ecision by the &iv=

ernment that the reforestation pro-

gram-begun.in 1970 was still a Bound
_

-

idea, Int:that trained manpower was

in criticelly'short supply. The

University of Liberia; for example,

only graduated three foresters in

1973, one bf whom went op;to further

studies, while the other two,cdtp-

tad high-paying positions in private,

industry. Peace Corps thus was

asked to increase its commitment to

the program. Beginning in 1974,
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then; the Peace Corps forestry pro-

gram in Liberia underwent rapid

growth; 18 foresters arrived in that

year and 21 the next. :Their assign-

ments were essentially; the same as

those of the trailblazers who came

in 1971 and 'If, i.e. technical

advisers at the district and region-

al forestry stations, with a strong

emphasis on skill transfer to the

Liberians "who Will ultimately

manage and staff the Liberian for-
t

estry program.
"

One difierepce,

,however, was that by 1974 separate

timber concession and GOL (Govern-

ment of-Libea6) reforestation ef-

forts had been merged into one

wherein the concessions; instead of

doing direct refores- tation work on

their own; could pay money into

reforestation fund to be adminis-

tered by CARE (though a program con-

ceived by a PCV). In addition there

was now more involvement from third,

phriiee; including the FAO;kWorld

.Food Program and the German govern-

ment;

The lesson of the expanded Peace

1973 Project Description:

Corps/Liberia forestry program seems

to be that less is male. . While indi-

vidualoTtnteers were busy and suc-
_

ceasful, many of the faresteis who

went to Liberia during the period of

1974 to 1978 complained that their

jobs were not viable; either a Liber-

ian could do what they were doing or

.they were not wanted or needed at

their sites. The,19/5 Country Eval-

uation came to the sane conclusion:

"There are ;" the.evaluntors noted;

"more volunteers than jobs."

( The problem was particularIy,4,

acute with the group of 21 foresters

who arrived in the summer of 1975:

Forty-three percent ofthis..group

.left during their first year; and of

those remaining, requested

site transfers. "There were more

volunteers than the Liberian govern-

ment could support:" wrote a poi

from this.g,goup. Specific complaints

centeredAround a lacfc of counter-

parts; ao,.'elearly defined job respon-

sibilities, no transportation, and no

gIVervision.) The message seemed to

2. (Liberia Country Program Evalua-
tion, October 1975.
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4
that the forestry.program was

rying to run before it could walk.

The program has been scaled down

somewhat in the last two-years; only

ten PCVsi for example; were request-
_

id for 1979. The work, is many
,_.

casesi: hasbeeb,Autned over to hoit*

country peraOnnel as Liberia has

been ;able to train more foresters

_.,`inti.ts,`bwn (particularly with the

eatablishment of the Mano River

Hkyon Forestry Training School);

Another change occurred in 1977 when

the Bureau of Forestry was removed

from the Ministry of Agriculture and

became the Forestry Development

Authority (FDA), a public corpora-

tion with sole authority for all

reforestation efforts. The FDA has

its own procurement department which,

it is hoped, will-cut down on delays

in delivering materials to up-country

projects.

Before concluding, a word needs

to be said about the tree crtipOwo-,-.
4'

gram inaberia. As mentioneeear-
.

lier; there-were five tree crop PCVs

in the coudry in 1971. Another

group of seven was requested in 1973,

four to work with rubber plantations

-

and three to work with cacaoi'40ffetri

and oil palms. Whether these seven

actually Came is not clear. The 1975

Cdantry Program Evaluation cited

earlier contained as one of its_re
,

commendations the creation of a tree

114 crop extension program. However,

70

there is no

done.

The, Volunteers were apparently

assigned to work with country tree

crop agents to do basic extension

work with local farmers--all part of

evidence that this was

the government's desire to maximize

GNP through forest products; More

specifically, their mandate inclu-

ded establishing nui4eries, super-

vising the distribution and planting

of seedlings, end instructing' in the

techniques of pruning, mulching, and

the proper use of fertilizers.

Those' Volunteers in-country in 1971

reported to a visiting evaluator

that they were enjoying their work

and adhieving some success.

The program is notable as one of

the few- examples of small-scale,

village-level forestry work in

Litteria.' Aside from theInter-crop-
,

ping scheme described earlier, the
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forestry program in Liberia has yet

to contain any strong village ori-

entation.

Success and
Failure

In essence, then; there really

has been only one Peace Corps fores-
,

try ptogram in Liberia, one which,

on balance;seems to have been suc-

cessful. The reasons:

T ate of Peace Corps
;in vement was gradual.
Peace Corps. wisely,' did not
inundate Liberia with fores-
ters in the early '70s when
the program was just getting
off the grOund. Instead,
Peace. Corps sent in two -or
three PCVs_a year for three
years until the role Of -the
Volunteer (as well as the
need) was clearly established.

A genuine govetAMeht-commit-
,-

ment to the . Liberia
- was serious abo t.fOrest man.T

agement and reforestation and
proved it ingeneraliy strong
support for the Volunteers.
And even when that'support
sometimes wavered, in the mid-

,dle '70s, it was more because
the government's reach had
exceeded its grasp; and-not
because the government no
longer believed in the pro-
gram;

parative sense,
of the Peac
program i
to achie
of the

In a cam-
bjectives
forestry
were easier

ose in some
tries in this

study; naginga forest is
easier than grawIngione; Get-.

ting a company to dorefoTeS7,-::
A

tation is easier than getting-
a farmer: to: By contrast *-
watershed management mandate--,
of the PCV% in Guatemal ,

Morocca'and Nepal is a much
more complicated; multifaceted
objectivei-, with economic and
social as well as technical,

'overtones; Itaight be worth
,pointing out, however; that su

long as replanting lags so far
behind harvetting_in Liheria,
that country may Ilve Its own
watershed cailservation problem
in the not-too-distant future.

Particular attention should be

paid to the fact that the program in

Liberia was seriously jeopardized by

its suddenigrawth from 1974 to.'78.
_ r

is An example of how an essen-

tially sound program can be threat-

ened by nothing mare serious than

sending over too many people. Better

site selection; including careful

,discussions- with officials at the

Igral level; would probably have pre-

vented this uTdarronted expansion of

the program;
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8. Niger
Case Study

The Country

Niger iSa landlocked West Afri-

can nation roughly twice the size of

France. Over 90% of its 4.5 million

'people live An a thin strip along the

southernmost part of the country,

from Niamey in the far west to Lake

Chad in the far east. Fully four-

drought which leffthougands of

livestock dead,'t sof-thousands.
.

of Nigerians near 27rvation, and

the desert in controllg,Vast-new'

areas of 'the coutArysAde

Culturally; Niger reflec.ta

mixture of ethnic groups; with the

fifths of the country is taken trPhy two largest, the' Hausa and Djerma,

the Sahara Desert and. receives less doing ma-st of the farming; in the

than four inches of rainfall annual-

ly. This region is inhabited by

nearly half a million nomads.

DevolOpment in Niger has been

hampered by the country's single

most outstanding feature; the lack

of water. Traditional agriculture

and livestock raising account for

two-thirds of the gross national

product. One;crop; peanuts, is the

source of over half of Niger's

export earnings. In the early 1970s

the country suffered from a serious

southerneins, and various nomadic

tribes, principally the Peul; Tuareg

and Toubou, herding their cattle,
A

sheep and goats to the north. In-

deed, one of the more'serious social/

political problems facing the country,

is the question of how to create a

sense of national unity among the

disparate tribal groups; This is'.

just one.of the many challenges

facing the Supreme Military
ti

which has ruled the country

the. Loup of 1974. The coup
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PresidentHamapi Diori, Niger's,,first

head of state, elected soon after,the

country was anted independence from.

the French in 1960:

Peace Corps has played a part in

meeting Niger's development at chal-

lenges since the first group of Vol-

unteers arrived.in 1962; PCVs in
41th

Niger al.& assigned to. Niger serv-

ices and work under the;direction.of

Nigerians. In collaborative yrojects,

such as those withUSAID, their

principle accountability remains to

the GON.

Fores
An Overview

Forestry in Niger is an attempt

to keep the desert in its place;

The country's harsh.climate wages a

constant battle against its natural

resources, and the resources, includ-

ing trees, usually lose. The problem

is compound by increased polkiation

growth. During the last 100 years

tie population has grown from

/50,000 tonearly 5 million and the

'corresponding need to put more land1

lOr
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under cultivation has led to an ex-

pansion in the number of villages

from 1500 to -over 9000. The result

has been'a *ady and progiessive

manmade deterioratidn of the soil

and forest resources; Periodic

droughts accentuate the process.

Peace Corps
Forestry Programs
in Niger

Early Efforts

Not surprisingly, the major empha-

sis of the Government of-Niger (GON)

Department-of Water and Forestsiis

reforestation. This.effort began in

the fall of 1964 with -the arrival of

an 'AID; technician. Peace- Corps'

involvement in forestry in Niger

began at the same time with the

assignment of two PCV foresters:to

work as assistants to the AID expert.

This team was primarily concerned

with drawing up plans for a nation-

wide reforestation program, though

they did do some nursery work and

species experimentation. After this -

foundation had been laid, Peace
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c-r.

:

_
Cbtpa; in 1966, sent in its first

-group of foresury'Volunteera. The

program consisted of a small number

of foresters (no more than three or

four) and a larger number of genet-

alists with three months of skill

training. The foresters were

assigned to Niamey, the capital, and

worked out of the Department, of Water

and Forests headquarters. The genet-

alists:were assigned to rural sub-

stations and were.;tp be in charge of

each station's reforestation program;
--

The project had four main goals: 1)

general reforestation, 2) windbreak

construction, 3) the cultivatiOn of

fruit reel, and 4) the establish-

ment of village firewood plantations.'

The idea was that with the technital

assistance of the foresters; the

generalists would carry out (and

teach) all aspects of reforestation,

including establishing a nursery,

planting, terracing, and watering.

They would work with the minimally

trained counterparts assigned to the

local Water and Forests station and

also supervise labereta.

Because of Aheirlimlted.expertise,

however, it was expected that their

major role and contribution would

"be through their abilities in

organization, administration and

personal relations, rather than

forestry."
1

The program contifined

in this mold for approximately three

years.

Peace Corps identified

blems as well as some good

with the program in a 1968

some pro

points

Program

Memorandum: "Our participation fin

reforestation work] is limited since

A.rt. generalists cannot be made to

achieve the prereqUisite degree e-f

technical knowledge during three

months of agricultural training.

The program> is attractive, however,

since counterparts can be trained

and there is a wide 'area ,of direct

'contact with the population:"

The program was not expanded.

It appears,that no more generalists

came after 1967, and only a handful

of foresters, two or,three at a timell

were in-country throughout 1968,' 1969

and 1970.

Training Information Guide,
Niger V, Summer 1966.
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The Dkade of the

Beginning in 1970, the program

in Niger took a new direction; In

essence the change was that fores-

ters were now being sent to do what

generalists. had previously been

asked to do. Peace Corps/ Niger

began requesting larger numbers of

foresters and assigning them to

various Water and Forestd sub-

stations. Here they worked with the

staff of the substatiOn on nursery

and seedling development, establish-

ing publiclorests and doing various

types of species research and devel-

opment work. The work was "very

nebulous," said one PCV. "We were

supposed to go out and do Yhat .

needdd to be done."

What needed to he done varied

from place to place; Some Volun-

teers were involved in sand dune

stabilization, some in natural fenc-
_

ing, some in inter-cropping4: In

Tchin Tabaradeni'for example; the

PrOhlem was serious livestock over-

grazing near local wells. The ani-

ma's wuld come to drink and then

feed off the surrounding vegetation.,

76

OVer a period of tiMe,the area would

become bartet.and the animals would

starve. A joint effort (with MAU,

French church group, and AID) was

mounted to fight the problem.' Crass

seed was gathered-from Other areas.

and then planted in fened-Off

enclosures near the wells. Trees

were also planted to'-serve-as wind

hreakaiand prevent soil erosion.

The 2inder Project

In Zitder one of the problems was

a lack of shade trees for the market

area The Agency for International

Development (AID) promised to pro-

vide money for watering the trees if
_

someone would plant them and get them

to grow; The soil waki;veyir poor, and

only the healthiest trees could sur-

vive; The local PCV hit upon the

idea of buryinseViage inthe-holep

where the seedlings were planted,

thus guaranpeeing the source' of fer-

itilizer. And so the Zinder Shade

Tree-'Project wsshorn; lipt the fro-
__

jeR,_eventually became as renoyned
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for its flaw as for its initial suc-

cess. The problem vas-that it was

essentially an AID/PeaceCorps effort

that had not included tinder city

officials to any great degree. They

were- pleased to eve the trees and

the shadei but their longterm com-

mitment to the project had never

been explored, much less secured.

i Thus; two yedis or so into the pro-

ject, as AID prepared to turn the

'responsibility for the project over

to the community, it became clear

that'city water officials didn't

necessarily consider keeping trees

alive the best way p6 use Under's

water;

The Village Forest Pr 9gram

Another important part of the

Peace/ Corps forestry etfort in the

early '70s was:the Bois du Village

(villagoiciloett) program-. ,Though

PCVs were assigned to Water and

Forests-substations and did much of

their work there, they were-also

asked to help get the village forest

program off the ground. This pro-

gram; 'partially sponsored by AID,
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encouraged villages to start their

own nurseries and grew seedlings for

eventual planting in a village for-
.

est. The seeds and seedlings would

come from the district substation

and PCVs/Water_and Forests agent's

would provide the necessary training

and technical advice; The viIdge

foreits serve a number of purpotres,%

-as

as

a source of firewood and fodder;

a windbreak against erosion, as

a sand dune stabilization Mechanistn;

ard, in the case of certain fruit

trees, as a food source.

Many Volunteers were involved in

this work. The major problem was

fencing--getting it and maintaining

it. Customs duties on imported

materials were;, -. g11 but getting the
$

fenCing was only half thd'battle. ',

The other-haif was getting villagers

to respe4 it. It was not uncommons

partiru riy during the SaheIian

drought of 1971-74, forvillagers to

cutthe wire ae.night and allow their,

animals to graze on'the plantation

until morning. Eventually, in latetL.

projects; CARE came up with some

money taTay folAguards., The new

approach to ,Peace Corps forestry
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effOrte 1.h Niger -took threC' or four
_

years to become Yell established;

There were, naturally; a number of

problems:thathad to be worked out.
, -

At the third annual meeting of Peace

Corps/Niger and the DepartMeht Of

Water and Forests in April 1973 PCVs

complained of Poor site selection

and a general ack of support from

Fee-cd Corpe/GON. ,This difficulty

was resolved by appointing a PCV

prograM coordinator Who could do

more accurate site surveys and ekitab=

lieh and Maintain better Peace Corps/

CON.reIations._ The coordinator, '

cording tO te notes of a similar;

meeting held one year later, also.
,

took care of anGther V4Ilunteer

complaint--tht lack of Contact

between-Peace Corps and AID.

Perhaps the moat Common problem

PCVs facekwaS that of transports-

, tibh; TO A Soil dii Village, the

VoIunteers.needed to get to'the vil-
_

lage. They had access to the Depart-
- ._ _

ment:of Water and Forests' vehiclett,

but the department's gas allowance

was constantly being cut because of

"rieihg gas prices; Another 'cob+

'plaint that Pge had, in the Wake of

s .

the ZinderShade Tree ProjeCtexper

ienceo was that if they were going.

to be expected to come up with small-

scale self-help projects at their

site (apper4tly an ob;ective that

was encouraged) then they wanted

better training in how to design and

write a project; Such training was

incorporated inc later programs._

Another problem during those/

drought years was the lea of water

throughout the country. As the,

drought continued, the water table,

dropped and wear for any purpose

became increasingly scarce; PCVs

from, the wells program proposed the
_ _ _ _ _ ____

pee of more small-bore wells whiCh,_

perforate the water table to

deeper level.

'Forestry in Niger in the last

half of. the '70s built upon the good

fOundation laid down in the first

%aIf. No major changes were made,

.though, :two new themes,gradualIy

became dominant:,:-1) the failure of

large-scale, top-down development

(and the corresponding need for more

emphasis on village forestry) and 2);

the importance of collaborative for

estry efforts; Peace Corps.contin-



ued to supply f9restry Volunteers in

the same numbers "(10 to 15 a year)

and assign them t6 the same posi-

tions in local Water and Forests sub

Magaria Village Woodlot'program

funded by CRDI (Centre. du Recherche

pour le Developpement Internationale)

and the N'Gu2gmi Afforestation Pro-

stations; but more often than not the ject; The former; using=mainlY neem

PCVs were involved iujoint efforts

at the commilni4 lev4;

One earIp exampleas,-the AID

gao (Acacia aIbida) ptojed.,to actu-

ally begun In early 104,.. An AID

team' had visited Niger and acorn--

mended planting gao in millet

fields to increase soil fertility
A-

and crop production; Where practi-

cable, this project was incorpor-
.

ated into Local Water and ,Foresis

orkeand PCVs thus became-invOlved

Gao is attractive for a number of

reasons: its leaves fall during,

the rainy season and-thus they do

not shade the maletyhlit's

growing; during the dry seasonid/

after the harvest; the gao drops

its leaves and thus protects ;the

soil: from erosion and Also acts as

o :fertilizer; and gao also has the

advantage of being native to

Typtal of other

taken during these years

the

cte under-H

wa the

---rwith its, near -90% survival rate)., =,

invoIy)edleat4bIishing two- to four,:

hectare woodlots in 19 different vil-

lages: The later project; on Ae

former shores'of the receding Lake

Chad; waiEr4ft effOtt to use this ric

lake-bed soil to establish a forest

before theland was overtaken by

armersti Ptoeople juliflora was the

riMary species:.yLed and the P6

involved rep8rted initial success:

At a Pebruary'1980 Sahel Reforea-

I ,

h.

tation Workshop; Peace Corpsfyiger

renewed.its commitment to village-

leyelcalaborative_forestryTiogram-

ming. Workshop participants--AID,;

Peace'.Corps; end nationals froth pa

ticipating Sahelian-countries--out-

linecLa'development approach that

would combine the money and techni-

cal expertise AIDk the grass le -44,_j

roots presence awl skills of PCVs;

and the innovativeness of various

Private Voluntary Organizations

(PV0s). with the close cooperation of

7%



host country Water and Forests offi-

cials to atteCTE theisrobIems of the
.

_

region in A COmprehensive and inte-

grated fashion; An important part

of this new commitment Included using

AID money to'train moreiNigerians in

forestry with PCVs serving as a

temporary stopgap. Their ultimate

goal, the coUntries agreed, was ta,

shift the responsibility fdr,envi-

ronmental management to local

unities and thus free their for=
.

esters to concentrate on-solving

technical. challenges.

For Nig specificsIly,'Agree-1
ment was reached at the workshop

that the current Peace Corps/AID/

1 Water and Forests/PV0 dune stabili-
,)

zation projets should continue and

be expanded. The projects used

millet stalks as dead fencing to cut
i

wind currents on. the surfaceof dunes .
S.

- Both exotic and native species are

0.. then planted within the stalk paIi7
J

sades. During trit first three years

of the program the g ai will be to

reclaim 50 hectares year in each

of five districts;

80

Success and
Failure

After a shaky start in the mid=

and late '70s, Peace Corps forestry

efforts in Niger must be counted a

success. Among the reasons. are

these*

The careful pacing of Peace
Corps involvement. Peace Corps,
wisely, did not f od the embry-
onic Water and F ests De art-
ment with large numbers. vol-

unteers. Instead, P were
gradually introduced s some of
the kinks in the rip ram were
being 4c:irkeda_
sole fa
quent bad f,
were'avOided

large7
;Mee=
n cause'

Consistent provamMing over- a
perIod ofAr_eari._ ThrOUghOUt
the late '60i And all of the'
'70s PeaceCOrpsKprogrammed;
Vo/unteersinto'iessentially the
same positions._ The nature of
the work changed from, time to
time;.but theOverall structure
with whichirCVs worked
stayed the4a e. Thus the role
of the' Volunteer -ecame well
understood!jly the Water and
Forests peOlile and-by the
local communities and by the
Volunteers themselvfs4

The-amtve_invoivement of third
-parties. The financial, tech-
nical and material' sUpport pro-
vided various Peace Corps pro-



A

lects over'the years often me't
key project needs that..-. Peace

Corgi itself could not meet.

RegionalcooperatIon.Part_of
. the reason fqx the success of
Peace CorpS/Niger's forestry
programs;..particularIy recent-

' ly; was due to-the high degree.
of cooperation and information
sharingbetween Countries in
the Sahel; For the last three
years regional forestry con-
ferencei PCVs-from Niger;
Chad; Upper olta and Ivory
Coast. have ,

be'p held and .serve
as valuable fo s for. discus,
sing common. Pro lems and air=
ing possible s utions. This
kind of 600l5er tio;.0has no
doubt, strengt ned:ttirestry
efforts f e countries
involved;



9. Fu
of Peace Corps
Forestry Program

0
Each of the-preceeding eight case factors found to be critiVal to the

concluded with a section %succ,eps of past Peace Corps forestry
.,.,.: .

programs.

.4ktUd6ies

entitled Success and Failure. In

these summaries; points-were brought

out to illustrate why some projects
. .

were successful and others were not

i I

j 'tAlthough each- project was different

depending upon.te given conditions;

it is clear that:the same kinds of

factors influenced each forestr pro-

ject; Future Peace Corps i olve-

ment in forestry programs also

depends upon these factorsiand on

others unique. to individual countries-:

This chapter examines each factor .

.

identified in the case studies both

to aid in the evaluation of current

Peace Corps efforts in,fofestry and

in the planning pf future. forestry

progransi tt it-uhoped that program-

them; in, th(C.-fiejd and r/lanners

Factors that
Determine Success

Among the factors that determine

the success ofTeaceCorps 4Pgrams

in forestry are the amount and kind of

support given to projects and volun-

teers from the host country govern -

mentment and other agencies; the timing'

of volunteer placement in forestry

projects; the-need foe such projects;

and the support of the project by

local communities. These and other

factars'infIuence forestry programs

to such an extent that in many cases, .

of the factorra.become criteria for deter-
,

:future Peace Corps programs will

1-lefit from the evaluation of those

mining whetlher or not Peace Corps

should be involved with the program.

83 82 -



The following factors should be con,-

sidered both inthe planning of

future forestry efforts and in ayal-

uating current Peace Corps forea*ry

programs.

Support from the Host country

The first criterion to.be consid-

ered-in deciding whether or'not Peace

Corps should become involved in for-

estry projectsshorad be the extent

of commitment to the project by the

host country government. Is the

-social or economic issue the propos d

attempted to deal with that very

_issue; received only lukewarm support.:

Government commitment to a prohleti

does not assure gov commitment

to a particular solut

An aspect of the.g ernment'a,

cOlamitment to forestry prOjects is

thR availability of counterparts.
r!

MAK}, of the successful projects stu-

died in this report did not include

counterparts (and some of the fail-

ures did). Clearly counterparts are

not essential to a healthy project;

They can; however; make a weak pro-
.

ject more appealing, and. an appeal-

ing one even more attractive. otherprogram would address an important

priority of the host country govern-

ment? If it is not, can Peace Corps

realistically expect more than token

supOi;rt from that government?

if thethe problem the proposed program

would address is an important gov-

ernment priority; is the governMent

convinced that this partfetiliiimo-

jact (which could be:either Peace: ,

the host country's) is the

to attack the problem? In

Colts' or

best way

Morocco, for example', agricultural

production was tfie-gfternment's num.;

ber one pt'iority,yet.bEkRO,
1*-

things being equal; the:opportnity

to work with and train a counterpart'

gave Peva more corifidencethat their:

work would make a difference and not

be forgotten oncehey left. More

importantly, leaving behind a trainedi

forestry workex to carryon the pro-

ject an initiate new ones may pro-

,vide long-term benefits to.the cOun

try that are 'many times as signifi-

846

cant as the immediate physital accom='

plishmenSs the may, hate made 4

his or her two-ye4r visit. .
Y

3



any

1

Support from the Peace Cmps

A siblnd consideration for invol- became bored. The work the VOI_Un-
:,

Vement In LoreSttY is the amount of teer 411 be expected-: to do should

commitment that Peace Corps gives to be des beclSo:'as not to create

_ -

expected to back up the "generalists

were in fact overqualified and many

the project. POf-ce Corps i support

starts at the plarining stage when

Staff members meet with host-country

erroneous expectations. Whether or.

not *pre is actually work for PCVs

to-do whenfhey get to>helr. sites

a'gency staff and identify possible is sometimes not as important settle
. '

positions for forestry volunteers,

and goes an to the recruitment and

training' stages.. Progremers Must

discuss the proposed volunteers'
`4 It_

role with the people wkcy are request=

5. ing $or will by getting) the PC*

.What. exactly will the PCVS',.respoon-
_

-sibilitieS hp? The pOilit-here.is

A

that promises' or _c ...?411 entgeht 'the.

ministerial or eve the-provincial/

diStrict level "Stine;but there

is no' substitute'for cieckiig out

a PCVs_ jobat the actual lbeatibilt

fact that the job awaiting them is

the one they. expected. .An Over"

quPLified or underqualified PCV

in alauy'instances, worst, than

at all. It id a';FustratingAPeH
_.

fence for"theAngividual'inol-va01

and reflects= ioorly on Peace Corps'
t__
cr

Legitim`ac a for
peace Corp.1i veined'

The third=ct4erion for success-7:

wivte4t.44011 be performed.'_. _forest ects is the 1
- _

-Jn a41-,i3,4on to detetmin g jwhe7' . 'madef a nee
_.0A

-ther'o there is work fo _the involvement.

A -3/40 ascer ain ins pre-

`cislity as possibIeqhf pcaot nature

the'Qdtk so a vOlunteer w th'

hppropriate skills can boe,r fruited.

Inc bile thee-foresters'whO were AT.

I

for Peace Corps?,

,legitimate lost CAMP

Cry, nee for forestry workers does

el 45, itself,
.-

constitute justifitd7A.

+tioil for a Peace Corps-program.i
,t-

Peate,C-prpsjhouliiget involved it_

those_#fifOrts where
0

itsiparticulai.
_

A- 85 .84
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Div; r

brand of exp Ise is most appropri-
.

trte:.. 16;1-does not trulybenefilta,P
. :$: .,

coun i f PCVs are involved.in'a

pogre TAD technicians would
he mOre.effective or; as was clear

in the case of the surveyors program

orocco, where host country

nals would be more appropriate.

SOOpOrt from_ ether Age4ies
; . .

.

fourth .critetion for decidi4
- 4-

'3,

whether or not to get involVed th

. -

forestry. projects is the.availe lity

of SupPolet'frOM outside agenci

Since peace COrPs, by law,....cAtinot
offe>:ncial or materia si*port

.

toJa °Witty, programmerg shou . 41

-4%t'',. .
. .,,,,,c.

careful not to ge nvolvedYN 7'..*.-
. -.- -

.

A
,gram that s ch dhppo4: _ eras.

no -way to fe?-it. If all aiproject

needs is traine'd Aitlipiwet:,14.may

-11Vppropriate 01PeaceCorpsto lend'

a hAddI. but if projectAggimon

v. and matebals, aril there is no on
c '

the scena--to provide them, t

stone_may best-be kft.uriparred.

on the other handotheri,biligani

/13 id

_

tions are in a.positien to provide

J.

.Corps cannot supply, a collaborative
.

effort may be appropriate; For exam -i

pie; the INAFOR program in GuateMale§'

which combined Peace Corps efforts

with support ftOra CARE, OXFAM, OAS

and'other,organizationai apPieats to.

have beener)t successful, as was

the DouguliForestry Project, In Chad

that aombited Peace C6ro, CARE,: F

and upw assivanci

HiStory.Of Myst COuntrY's Involvenien*
i4 Forestry 4,

°Oilo very importirt consideration 6

in d4PeiMinini.whether to work In,
4e, *:--

TorestryROjects Ie the_hist6ry Of
4

the host Country's invz vement in

fotettry,: as:;thelhodit 4u

drestry

ntty under-.
.

takeh
"

.prograM betore? If

=so, dwhat were. the results? Why was

it stopped? How is this new progtam _

betteri4eace,C9

to

rpshould not rush

o iet,inVoIved )+t country

progrlm that does not,havlOtS'feet

on the ground; The Morocco 13$11R0 -

'project again omes to mindriefld...4.---
t' e-

If, D O was graspi g foi an ilentity

and a modus opertfidi, PCVs stood by

with. little 63' do. .1166i\rer Utter

it might_haveAmen.if Pew: CAps

a
;

the silpOortto,a project -that toce



,

4";

'

hdd waited until the role of the
..r

Volunteer tlifhe/she tbUld injact

p1-01 any). was-qlearly defined. (The

argument, of cdurse, can he made

--77.-that it 'is oftakpr9s_iSelyat thai

point whgp...4 prdgrams st
to 'get

474
, 44

afTthe ground that'Ilea

Corps eail;Miike its `create

mmia mnd the DERRO program in Morocco.

Bothyere village-level, small-acale,
jo

land upeandedervatian-programs -

alined at a-specitic region and pop-

)uration 'in their respective cowl-,

tries. ''Why did faAFOR.succeed wher4

.tribution.; Thisi!tpo, i

Ca.refdl attention she

manyto,.tow mans are reqUested a-

- s.

ggiticular program IAPtla- for
example' e foresty_effort was'

seriously compromisehen a eia
tively small program was suddenly

'failed and .rhal- are 'the l&ssons . ,

fofiresIce. Corps programming? At

least,fo4r answers suggest them-
.

selVes:

`danbled,in:size; If the workload at,

the proposed sites is checked...-
.44

:s ahead of time, this prabIem;:can be

avoided. The size of :the countre

neeorshoula not determine the size__

that deter-of Ghlrprogram;

-"

rath-

smination §hould be
i

.gover t's ab

'Xialuntee 'Li

have n ede

the count

they:

int

based on. the

to support the

may, in fart,

Iliefthose i(Va; but -..

sn't

ong the

ting't

be teen

;

)"'

ti

yet read foes' l

linesit -ht be

rawav Cotbpirris n

project, in Guaie-
, N-

_ , .

'INAEQR,'- like RRC, was'am
eAtabli4hed _program at 4116- time
PeaCe Corps/Gutitemala becilme
involved.: .'

.
014'unl4ke DERRO; did n12-XiA,_

F-101. depend so heavily on the cbopeAV
ation of other ministries.

a

NAFOR PCVS-_'
c*Ita"ii those

teers and 4_
s more

able. A ="

,1..=X;i4eAls of-
.

re lore spec
£ the DERRO
t Or roles wee
re ily understad_

DE iplunteer ceuld probahY,
have one what an INAFOR PCV,di4"
butt the commun tiT:would haveyt:
neehbemoreAo

D RRO did not,t ve s Mt
c mite-apart orientatida-- s IL

The DERRO agent was not
ich someone who would carry
ter the PCV letit-asbe-waa--"
ne who had done quite wel
before the PCV came!
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The Possibility, of Short-TernibBenefits -eminent countered wit- motres to

., , :-;tbsisceifil ftielwo and gasehol produc--,-,,... \ .-i,

Y '14.%: 1

: in forestry- prograina?* 1-:timle&tbat iffetlrb.enefittel tile - .
- r- "1' ..`r ..

, :"1,i1-. where the results of `kh9rOlk-.. Aticl-ipil,:-p ject. In icontralgv
-

_
'.4 re to in41ong in ,comg, it 'is iit'per-- Peace Corps efforts in forestry had

C ,
' .

taut that there be some immediate or

short-terth 'intentive to reward and host country goals
-

Iage-IparticiTation. The Food for ve e dive ent and the nationali-

.1iMlted cc ss -ins Neptil; ere ,

Work component the, INKFOR prc;g5tm

or the projecte;i marketing sclikille in
- the Philippines agroLforestry-yroject

cope to mind. Villagers'are
.

ally willing, ,to :work to help imprt:k.
their 1Ot, but. the adVatages
reforestation program are often,'"
clearer to the forester' than to '

eSheyillageril'are goiu
to be asked to takef s . they

see)it); it cis only.reaiio ble at
they,-be offered ,an incentive;

In those countries. w e torestr$
projects were judied most s
the projects C'bitiribUted to the Ai.*
,,tigers' economic well - being:' In
Chrkii,. fee example, nine nursers
'prOdecidia 4t of 3'00,(kki gao seed-'
lings rcropped by

4o1-

zation -of fovest land served 'wetly
to turther impovarlsh the, y lag

people. ,./k;

The Amounta,
and Commitment

' ,

interesr

4.8
In Chose ,c ses where the_Vnlunteet

.rt.>"

-

'twill be statioi ed at the local level,
s important. to determine how. much

to supportand understanding
is for the Aroject. Xiequently a iiro-

vp______jects :enthusiastically supported at
the .ministerial lei?' but is not at
all : chi

_, r ory,even understood at the
tacual ob site. The Nepal Viilunteera
'"_ _1

n Ilhe oil and water conservation `
c . .

projec;t, for example, eticcantered con-
siderable resistance to fencing

. ,
feared lode of is -

_ a
forest- land . The

...
-.4

'2,000 fprmets, inereaserd crop yield
by 157. When-taapline prices in the
Phil ,pines rose_ ec 7302-01the'gov-

a' /*4,4

0.4-fise village
cess to their
bestytil en

8 7 -;

is



is to involve viA.ageS in the PlanL

tying of tie Project. ,For any pro5ect

td tie smCkessfuf it must seen to

be meeting needS the villakers them-
.

t1Olves 'have ioerititient

-
a

o
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of Bank Fininclial o ry *ivity Y79..
A .

Univer, ty of Minnesota; 1970; i Peate COrpl Inte-r-i rtaining Prograt-Mo occo

1-1-'-

.

. ..

";:
&I _ 2...
inal Report. ,_ -*EA._11,

University of Washington; :1969._ Final

Peace Corps, WaabingtOk D.C.

Report, Chile_Eores

UWIVersity of WashinWn. t607. 'Chile Fbr

Peace Corpa,' Washiqgton4- D.

er, Fred, D. 'Garner, R. 'Gaanda



gram evaluation; Peace corp'p, Washington, D.C.

Weber,, F.R. 1971. Conservationand Forestry Manual: Niger.

Personal' CommunicationS

Morocco

Tom Birch

Kenneth Love

Robert McGuire

TIM Reath

Name Country inVOIVemeht

_ )

7Rithard cainat

Irroughton'.Coburn

; ;

Eric Dblerstein

lertiLeyenson

Th-llipp es
fchati BAffepy

;M:1 Beet1:01-

/ -(1!MiChae 4nge

a
.

.

PCV 75-77; worked "as a Fprpster fOr

../..
the Ministry of F?regt$. , ,

,44 TCV.73-7, 76-78;, Workineen agri=
culture reforestaiion and.with bio=
gas digesterS ,

-I . .

PCV'75 \conducted ,,Jlidlife ,ecgI4i i',.
-7/.1.

researc , in 1977 trained 15'4ew ..-.

PCVS it watershed management j

4PCV 77-451. worked in watt4ihed m ge-.P

?tent on a Peace Corps PUN coop _ e;
._

tive project
-4,

, .

PCV*73-75,in National'Eafks.Droiram;:
aerialAlAbtograph interpretation

Peace Corps TrepInz officer late
60',s early 70'SN

L
USAID/Philippinea earVg70's; M.S.
fspm. U.P. College of-Forestry, Los

ngWos

iV ; Forestry re
-

wat e 411 /Bement

kg-Fove Los B

arch and
.P. Coilegke

:

4

F



141#me

Rich Hildpner

Don Hunsaker
7-
David Joslyn

Janis Petriceks'

Narim.Richards

1

Rich Saunier.

Steven Springer

"9urnbull :"

Jeff.Oartluff_

f -

Guatemala A

-Roger Cciffeld

cufbert

ti

rc-Alf

JaMis Do c ttri-

i

4

-Co -untry Involvement

71.

PCV 69-71; was a fire sp.wecialistin)
a group of 18 forestrs

With the University Technioa
Assistance consortium for Pe'N-.
dorps Forest&andnvironmenthl
'Programs in Latin7America(

_Coordinator of Latin American
''Programs for 'Peace Corps 70-75

PC17_618=-70; coordinated reforegtation
;projects on farms e

PCX/66-72

PCV. 62e -67; taught at the Techilical
VoiVers ty at Madadero

Robert Ilannery

SamILammie

Dr; Norm
rt

=

PCV 77460; worked 14 reforestation
and snil-conservation'and established
nurseries for4Yprus =i

,,
PCVV5-7-77; established ,tree
and boordinated a Fqrestry rurel7ex-
tenaion,prggram ' 5

. 4. _ ..

77-79; wOked.in'a 9+ yea-
,

_15CV

4esokiEcas Conservation 'p_rbgf
ini400cIuded forestri and ral..4:---
prOjOtiii-, -_,' .<

,-1.

, Worked ith 25.PCVs tiyerosion QK.. trol
in .the ,early.,W6

-'PCV 77=79; set up nurseries in q semi-
. aqd area and di'8 reforestation, and

ft soilicOnservationwerk .

.,..L ,t,- y
worked op,the thiversiiy47

0,:s istancle Consortium fer...11Pace 'Corps 4:

;---- 76rstty and Environmentaf-Program, in
Latin America-c a- 1:

i 4, ( K P--o
i

' Y

--' I

_/ (..'

i . LA
r-4 ;` i- .._

RiChards

to
'NI



Name

Guatemala (Cont'd.)

Robert Rowell

Chad

14,

*

Stuart Williams

Fred Weber

Rich Johnson

-tob Sebastian!

'Niger
' "'

Jim Demayo

_ Vern Farrell

.GaOrosenick

Country Involvement'

-VCV:77-79; forestry extension; soil
Conservation and tree nursery

Writ;79; 'worked in the CNR pro-
gram volving.aoil conservation
and ImprOCiinA agricultural techniques

FOrestry:consueant thatqWi!worked
Int ,Paact.6rps; nbAi-USAliVCARE
and:Ouh:du Sahel projects i

' .Z,)

, Kti.
FCV71--73*;, doing nursery anti planta-
tiokAWxy_with' teak and cotton-,
woo.trg:"'' L -

FCV44,77; regulating cammergial' r.

for ,
_

ductiona
41.

.

PCV,73-76; did experimental work Oith-
_native and exotic species,

Ae_

CV 7214;_work _on."CAO" inter
pp 414,Yith

worked with caslift
n,atRa erasion van

reforestation

1".

arly 1045; worked4ith shade
i 1 if

"-ts. .

-1"'



TABLE, 1,

GIST OF 14AJOR PEACE CORPS FORESTRY PROJECTS BY RECIONAND

in

Size

!We of fultlatto Ige of Pro- ranunteers Duration

1976 ,silyiculture

grafting pine

, 1Q76 T6ChJnP, forestay

reforyintion

A

ury,47

\S.

L

Ralf

Sid 11

<5

WO Base Comments

3 years poor

'3 years poo0

L

. .

194 soil- analysis; forest large to present. good* Univer ty sbinl,,ton

eotoItology, 200+

,) shed management,

'4_eachiniforeptry

'nursery; wood technology

196' watershed management, medium O present fair*

° soil conservation, 25+

mtforestation, silvi-

culture; nurseries

lorept extension, -medium to present fair:

;reforestation, Nianta- 25+

',tion, nurseries ,

: C

1964 technical training small

nurseries B-12
0 1

1967 nurseries; of forestation 'medium

00hOtgtOti 25

' .

6-7 years poor*

1-
10 years poor*

I .

.Pq.Pi,..veK7tten 141:able from individuals t4orkirig in programs:,

4

97

4

, r

(TY4604 1E
A .-J.



Latin AmerIcnn and Caribbean

.1

continued)

C019tFY
Pate of initiation Type of Frogram

EL,SALVADOK 1974 Forest resources,

watershed.mausgement,

soil erosion

GUATEMIA 1971 training counterparts;

operating nurseries,

treforestation, Roil

conservation, bench

terracing, watershed

management

HONDURAS 19737 training, watershed

management, nurseries,

inventory; bench

terraces,- erosion

control, fire proton-

"' tlon, forest.manege-

',lent, social and agro-

forestry

NICARAGUA 19757,

PARAGUAY 19757

PERU 1965

VENEZUELA 1976?

fire protection,

watershed management,

soil conservation

forest extension,

reforestation,

nurseries

teaching forestry

inventory;

reforestation

Sltc

(i of Volunteers Duration Data Base

a

COISIMente

mediqm 4 years fair

to-lf

75-100 to present excellent CARE

50-75 to present fair FAO

25-30 to present fsir UNDP/FAO.

small to present loot

50-3

small

to present poor

:Poor ,

<5

98



NANEAP

1

Country Date of Initiation --Type-of Proaram

)
kg

FIJI 1975?
reforestation

:4_

HAWSIA

* NEPAL '

Updlited information

NEPAL

99

1974

4

size

(1._ Of Volunteer"
DuratIon-- Data Base CoillehEA

small

<5

poor

teaching, research small to present? poor .

Jogging; soil (15

erosion

197b soil'eposervation, small 3 years fair

watershed; agement,.._
9

'teachingg ,w

IC:,

1913

1978-81
forest andjader

esessmentIto be used

in gfforestatten pro-

ject for egrias Tal

it* conservation

education/media.pro-

duction, community re,

forestation, demonstra-

tiPn plots, cooking stove

Improvement.

Mall I to present good IJNDP

td present updated

from

country



, AFRICA

GHANA

k LIBERIA

MOROCCO

NIGER

* OEPER VOLTA

p

00-Jt61 Ieormation

LIBERIA

UPPER VOLTA

)

1O1

Date of Initiation Type of Proiram_

'1976 ' silverculture

teaching

1971 nurseries

plantation

1968

1966

1976

1978-1961

1978-1.181

reforestation,

teaching

nursery,

land Inventory;

firewood; windbreak;

shade trees, inventory

reforestation

reforestation

surveying, nursery

planting trials

(eaching

_ _ Siii

of Volunteeral Duration -Dsta Base Comments;

village woodlota/wood

eoves, agro-forestry,

establishment of nota-

Wei; it Village, sub-

regional and regional

levels, natural resource

and fuel consumption

inventories

small

smn11

(1*5

medium

50-70

large

75+

small

(10

3 yearn poor

4 years poor

8 years good

7 years good*

poor

5 to present updated

from

country

Ii.

25 -30 5-1 years updated

I from

country

100

0'

University of Hinneso

Affiliation UNDP/FAO

PC plans to maintain it cur-

rent level for thi shOrc tun;

program "Liberianiled" to

large extent; FDA contacts

with Vorld Bank, ADB, West

Germany

Collaborative projects vith

AID, VITA, AFRIGARE, FAO, ,

and Dutch, Swiss and Getman

governments,

0 2



;',1 II 11 II ism

I (111 ,'11111 I

i I I I urH i (u"

Country (

Costa Pica

India

'NILE 2

U.S. Non-ProfIt Organizations in Development Assistance

Working In forestry Related Projects

ofP-rog ran Size Duration Data

0/

Integral Rural Development Program 25 farmers 1976 good

intensificatkn agrieultural

program

- crop diversification

- wood lot farminLand watershed

mak:merit,

tree planting for fuel

- erosion control

viliafe 1968 fair

level -..- -

Colmittoe fliti - soil and water conservation 34 communities 1959 fair

rande Riviere du Nord prolects

reforestation/nurseries 3 Haitia-ns

iptI) 49 communities

103
101

104



U.S, Non Profit Organizations in DeAelopmen-t-Agg4,4tan
Forestry Projects

In adtordance with the Forestry case studies scope of

work (Item I.B.); TransCentury Corporation reviewed documents

from UNFAO, World Bank and over 30 non-profit organizations

working in development assistance (Appendix I). From this

effort, three projects were identified as relevant to this

project possibly deserving further study under this contract

(Table 2).

0

"4.ardir
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